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volume c i g h t 

E D I T 0 R I A L 
reflections on the pr nted page 

Even the fringes of publication, where we find ourselves, are implicated in the play 

between architecture and publicity. In aculturedefmed by mass media, architecture 

has come to rely foremost on the magazine for its dissemination. Through 

periodical publication, this solid discipline distils into a currency that flows lhrough 

present mechanisms of reproduction and consumption. In the mainstream, 

professional journals are a tool for promotion, showcasing the current and 

fashionable. This has meant that publication is the key to and measure of success 

in the profession. But magazines are not solely agents of mainstream architectural 

promotion; their absorbent pages respond equally well to radical theory and 

technical data. The magazine's role is that of an ephemeral agent that mediates 

between mute building and a public conditioned by electronic communication 

technologies. The magazine supplements architecture, lending it the power of 

ubiquity but at the cost of its solidity. The architectural magazine is, however, 

directed at the architectural community, making it a medium through which 

architecture regards itself. The magazine has a privileged role in the perception of 

architecture, but how much does it reflect back into it's production? 

To be viable, a magazine invariably imposes conditions on its content. Mainstream 

journals are dependent on advertising and must be preoccupied with appealing to 

a target market. Even magazines funded by institutions have their criteria: the 

notion of audience is central to all publication. In addressing its audience, the 

architectural magazine in particular relies heavily on graphic impact. Photography, 

which possesses an undeniable graphic authority, has, through the proliferation of 

the magazine, become by far the most prevalent method of representing 

architecture. Even drawing techniques have become more pictorial and captivating 

while specifically architectural drawings, such as sections, have declined. ln the 

process buildings become reduced to a series of photo opportunities. The 

complementary effect is fairly obvious. One need only consider the way that 

downtown developers' billboards anticipate their labours to see photo opportunities 

under construction. On the other hand, the magazine as a text could add to 

architecture a voice and the continuity of periodical publication could prop:tgate 

discussion. Avant-Garde movements such as Futurism and Constructivism took up 

the magazine and employed advertising tactics to broadcast their intentions. The 
possibility of the magazine overtly challenging architecture is heartening, and 

called upon to counter the pacifying influence of mainstream magazines' hidden 

agendas. The greatest weakness of the periodical is its predilection for novelty: 

What it promises is what's new and upcoming. Magazines create and sustain an 

appetite for innovation, to the point where buildings are consumed before they're 

built. The magazine becomes the site and threatens to collapse nrchitecture's 

intention to address the built world. When this occurs architecture is left without 

weight or bearing. Lost in self reflection, it can assume no moredimensionality than 

that offered by the page. 
Conrad Gmoscr 
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Vickie Vinaric 

A t m 

Lul'aleurs merca!!liles,pronwu par les grandescorporations, dominent aujourd' Jwi le discours lthique dans notre sociltl. La publicitl, 

instrument par excellence du mucantili~. tend d absorbu au son sein, I' ensemble du activitb humaines, I' architecture y compris. 

L' architecte do it, s' i/ \'tut lchappu d cer empire, rlinterprlttr le role er Its i!IStrumenrs de son travail. 

h would be difficult to deny that the current practice of 

architecture has evolved to a point where the set of designing and 

building are two entirely different entities. This separation has 

allowed the architect to create a buHding based on a two 

dimensional representation and has ultimately led to the 

disembodiment of the experience from the act of building. The 

t\'.'0 dimensional methods of representation used to design and 

construct buildings have allowed many peripheral factors to 

influence the physical manifestation of drawing. One of lhe most 

overpo\1-ering influences is architecture's indoct.rination by 

advenising: image-making which conveys messages wilholll 

necessarily containing any real meaning. 

The recognition of design as a separate activity from 

building in sixteenth-century Europe constituted a distinct split in 

the conceptual part of 1.\.'0fk from the labour process. The term 

design implied that designing was to be separate from doing.1 

The development of descriptive geometry and the formal rules of 

perspecti"e drawing revolutionized the way in which a building 

could be represented in drawing. Orthogonal projections 

e\'·emually came to represent the built reality of a building as 

opposed to the idea of the building. In subsequent centuries, a 

methodology of design was developed, to the point where design 

could be reduced to a process whereby calculation and prediction, 

the quantitati\'e, could overrule the intuitive, experiential, 

qualitative factors.1 This practice was reinforced by the 

de-.clopment of scientific methodology in the nineteenth century 

and can be seen as a natural progressiOn from the Greek ideology 

of reason. In lhe current practice of architecture, the design of a 

building is. more often than not, generated based on quantifiable 

factors and 1s developed through two dimensional media, 

precluding direct experience, knowledge of construction and 
consideration of the environment. 

Not only have architects' methods of building and 

design changed, but their goals and values have deviated. At the 

turn of the century, the primary agenda and one of lhe main 

commitments of architects was to develop housing for a growing 

4 

working middle class and to readapt the structure of cities for the 

increasing predominance of technology in every-day life. 

Architects had to overturn a norm which had existed for centuries 

in that they were now applying their skills to the plebian 

population and not to the elite upper class. The forerunners of 

Modem architecture were critical of society, went against the 

grain and set new standards. There existed a desire to merge a 

utopian vision with the material object Architects fought against 

the established ideology and asserted a critical built form which 

reflected some social responsibility. It seems today's architect 

has chosen to ignore the problems and discomforts of society, has 

ignored social commitment altogether; today's architect has been 

absorbed by the consumerist ideology of! ate capitalism. Whereas 

in the past architecture was based on religion, social needs, or 

technology, today it is based on advenising. The world of signs 

and symbols which is the essence of advertismg is informing the 

architect Within the social structure, advertising has stepped in 

and, through sheer omnipresence, now informs all other 

disciplines. "Even the endless grid of the city cannot compare 

with the astonishing density of the advertising environment. 

Experience is no longer fabricated from the catalogue of 

geometry; it is fashioned from the archive of advertising. All 

messages, all meanings have been invaded by advertising, all 

realities verge on lhe stereotypical..., 

The ideals of our time are clearly based on the 

production/consumption model of economy. Through the 

complex workings of the concepts of ideology and the inter

relationship among different practices and institutions there 

emerges a predominant ideal: money equals success and status; 

money is power; power is the ultimate fulfilment of one's time on 

earth; the more a person has material worth, the more he is a 

worthwhile person; survival of the richest. Since architects, in 

large part. have adopted the same ideals as all other media, their 

agenda is the same: profit. Hence, today's architecture, now part 

of the dominating ideology, expresses the ultimate power 

strucwre, the corporation, in its image. " ... architecture has 

devised the entire urban environment as a rhetorical expression of 
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Advcrti5ing: An Architectural Medium 

the economic nnd pol itical system. Building and "public space" 
join to communicate the grandeur and permanence of the 
corporation, its ci ty and its nation .... "• 

The most effective way to convey constructed meanings 
of money and power is through marketing and advertising. 
Buildings arc erected and sold based on the prestige and glamour 
that arc assoc iated wi th them, not bccauseofthequali ty of design, 
workmanship or materials used, but because of the market value 
due to location and promincnce (usuall y translated into height) of 
the butlding. These features arc then propounded on large bill 
boards and advertisements which describe the prestige the tenant 
achieves by occupying the butlding. Thus the intention of the 
building, despite its function or actual attributes, is to advenise. 
Jc:m Baudrillard takes these ideas to their ultimate limit: 

The body stage, the landscape as a stage, and time as a stage arc 
slowly di~appcaring. The same holds true for the pubhc space: the 
theatre of the social and of politics arc progressively being reduced 
to a shnpcless. multi-headed body. Advertising in its new version 
is no longer the baroque, utopian scenario ecstatic over objects and 
consumption, but rnthcr the effect of the omnipresent visibility of 
corporation~. trade marks, PR men, social dialogue nnd the virtues 
of communication. With the disappearance of the public place. 
advcrtismg invades everything (the street. the monument. the 
market, the stage, language). It detem1incs architecture and the 
creation of super-objects such as Bcaubourg, Lcs Halles or La 
Villetli! which arc literally advertising monuments ... not so much 
because they arc ccntcrcd on consumption, but because from the 
ouL~et these monuments were meant to be a demonstration of the 
operation of culture, of the cultural operation oflhe commodity and 
that of the masses in movement.' 

Thts phenomenon can be clearly understood stmply by 
observing our immediate urban environment: large glass 
buildings (sometimes pink) communicate nothing to the user/ 
observer other than the power of the corporation to erect 
monumental structures: btgger builtltngs imply more money, 
which in turn unply power and success. These butlcltngs usually 
have no architccturul meri t in themselves. They rarely contribute 
to tnnovation in destgn, matenals or construction and e\hibit no 
real qu:llit>'· In fact, most effort is applied stmply to the surface 
ofthebuildtngstnce it is the facade which has thcpowertoconvcy 
the dcsired image. In this way. architecture has bought tnto the 
system of signs: the buildmg is an advertisement: 11 follo,vs the 
norm and convenuon. ch:1llengcs no one and cOn\'eys well
constructed tmages of success and power while having no real 
worth. In so doing. i t completely loses touch '' ith the ideal of 
creating liveable places for people and does not take mto 
constderation the l ived experience. These butldtngs in no way 
contribute to the struc ture or experience of our cities. In fact they 
dctr<tc t f rom the urban fabric by becoming gigantic blank faces 
gaz ing m disenguged passers-by. "Archi tecture stri ves to 

volume till hi number lW 0 

duplicate the construcuon of stgn and object in advertising, 
borrowing the proce S(.'S or "advcnistng-cffcct". Post-modem 
eclectiCISm and pasuche apply mtcrruption to history: the 
buildings themselves tntrude upon urban life. demanding our 
adaptation. Glamorous stgns adorn the surfaces of buildings: 
high-tcch matenals and fantasllc arcades tr-Jnsfomt the building 
into a f:tntasy of stmul:ttion ... "' 

Thus, the scp:uation of the $uhjcct and the object. the 
im:tge from the buth r~lity ha"e greatly facilitated ad' cntstng to 
set current architecture· s standards and become its source. One of 
the results of this mentality i-; that social rc.-;ponsibility, as \\ell as 
architectural rcsponsibilit). ha\'C not been neglcctl'd. As a result. 
architecture supports the corporation, whK'h ts at the roOt of 
advertising and the effect on the built cnvtronmcnt ts detrimental. 
" ... Authors arc brought to concede thcsuJ~rnutty ofarchitectuml 
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Vid..ie Vinaric 

design in a society that is exclusively motivated by ruthless 
economic drives; a society which has nothing of greater 
significance to represent than the giant neon-lit s~y .sign of the 
overage strip."' Hence, the product of all the aforcmenuoned 
factors is an architccwre which has no goal other than to convey 
nn tmage,to support the signs and symbols of the infrastructure: 
... ..if there is a general principle that can be said to characterise 
Post·Modem architecture, it is the conscious ruination of style 
:md lhe cannibali1.ation of architectural form, as though no value 
either tradiuonal or othCf'\\ ise can v. ithstand for long the tendency 
of the producuon/consumption cycle to reduce every civic 
tn titut•on to some kind of COO$umerism •.. the imper:nivcs of 
"monopolized" economy arc such as to reduce the practice of 
arch•tccture to large-scale packaging .... "' 

The use of Computer Aided Design further reinforces 
the perception of nrchitcctureasa manifestation of an image apart 

6 

from and tgnoring the hvcd experience. as a practice related to 
tcchnolog) and mass producuon for the :mainment of profit, as 
'"ell as a process "htch is integrally hnkcd to the present 
communications network. The CAD system allows the designer 
to input a building or object which is defined by a three 
dimensional co-ordinate system into a data structure. The result 
is an image of a realistic representation of the building as it would 
supposedly look once it was constructed. The danger, as in all 
sign systems, is that the realny of the image and the reality of the 
built form arc two distinct entities which arc not made readily 
distinguish:1ble. An illusion of rc:1lity is the key reason for this 
software's success (as pre' iously discussed, success equnls 
profi t). ]\tike Cooky relates an interesting anecdote concerning 
the uses of the computer: ... the spectrum of problems associmed 
~ ith them (computer techniques) arc nlrcndy becoming manifest. 
including the spectacular separation of theory and practice 
whereby some of those"' ho have been weaned on CAD arc unable 
to recognize the object they have dcs1gned. "' 

The huge dilemma for architecture which does not exist 
in advcnising is that the images created by the computer will 
evemu:1lly represent a built renlity. The built environment will 
directly rcnect any shortcomings of the design. However, the 
seduction of the image, and the 1dca behind the image arc 
considered paramount. The experience and t.he reality of the 
building are an afterthought in the minds of a majority of today's 
designers, and this auitude is clearly visible throughout the city. 
Kenneth Frampton raises the issue of the aesthetic results of this 
process:" ... Hjgh-spccd photographic and reproductive processes 
arc surely not only the political economy of the sign but also an 
insidious filter through which our tactile environment tends to 
lose its concrete responsiveness. When much of modem building 
is experienced in actuality, it.-; photogenic quality is denied by the 
poverty and brutality of its detailing .... "10 

Thus,theexperienceofLhe bu ilt form is removed further 
from the realm of reality through a system which simulates a non
existent object. ThefacuhatCAD is becoming a wide-spread tool 
and is being used uncrit•cally to generate bui ldings further 
illustrates the superficiality with which architects arc 
approaching design. Baudrillard expresses these ideas with a 
brutal clarity: " ... Abstraction tO<by is no longer that of the map. 
the double, the mirror,onheconccpt. Simulation is no longer that 
of a territory,a referential being or a substance. It is the generation 
by models of a real without origin in reality: a hypcrrcai. .. Pcrh;~ps 
only the allegory of the Empire rcmnins. For it is with the same 
imperialism that present-day simulators try to make the real, all 
the real, coincide with their simulation mO<Iels ... The re;~l is 
produced from miniaturit.ed units, from matrices, memory banks, 
and command models. and with these it can be reproduced an 
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Advertising: An Architectural Medium 

infinite number of Limes. It no longer has to be rational, since it is no longer measured against 
some ideal or negative instance. It is nothing more than operational. In fact, since it is no 
longer enveloped by an imaginary, it is no longer real at all...."11 

lt seems that if architecture continues on its current course, it will cease to have any 
significance or relevance in society. It seems architects arc contributing to their future 
extinction since many members of society view them as purveyors of a built form which not 
only contributes nothing to the environment but which, in some cases, is actually detrimental 
to our lived experience. As was discussed, there arc many factors which have contributed 
to this evolution of architecture, namely the schism of the building from experience and of 
the adoption of profit as a main agenda. The latter factor is a direct result of embracing the 
ideologies of our time. 

Future architects must reverse these trends by reinstating the imponance of the 
embodied experience of the building. The tactile and sensory dimensions, which have been 
so grossly overlooked , must figure prominently in the minds of designers. Forthe tactile can 
only be decoded through experience itself; it cannot be reduced to informat.ion, tO a code, 
or to a sign; it cannot be simulated. 

Not many people are pleased with the state of our builtenvironmenl. A change must 
occur. Architects are vested with the power to create a physical reality and to contribute to 
the built environment. For urban areas to become pleasing places, experientially and 
psychologically, architects must re-evaluate their ideological standpoints: are we critical 
observers and builders or are we cogs in the wheel of the current ideology, where money is 
the ultimate goal and all efforts serve to reinforce the supremacy of the corporation? 

Vickie Vi11aric is a four rh year srudeni ar rhe McGII/ School of Archirecrure. 

!'iotes: 
I. Mike Cooley. "From Brunelleschi to CAD-CAM ... Dcsjgn ACtcr Modernism. Thames and Hudson. 

1988. p. 198. 
2. Ibid .. p. 197. 
3. Richard Bolton, "Architecture and Cognac", Pcsu:n Afler Modernism. Thames and Hudson. 19 

p. 88. 
4. Ibid., p. 91. 
5. Jean Beaudrillard, The Ecstaty of Communication. tr:tns. L'autre p:~t lui .meme. Semiotexte, 1988. 

p. 20. 
6. Richard Bolton, op. cit., p. 91. 
7. KeMeth Frnrnpton. Modem Architecture. Thames and Hudson, 1980. p. 291. 
8. Ibid .. p. 307. 
9. M1ke Cooley, op. cu., p. 204. 
10. Kenncth Framption. op. cit., p. 3 12. 
11 . Jean Baudnllard, 'The Precession of Simulacra", An A(tcr Moocrnilln.. Hnlliday Lithograph Corp., 

1984, pp. 253-254. 
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Ron Bumett 

u c~ntre commucial ~st 
I~ thiatre d' une socittl 
dom la marchandise esr 
le fltiche. La. le 
consommateur prend 
physiquement poss~ssion 
de /'ob jet du dbir cr~l! 
par les images 
mid(atiques de la 
publicite. Lt!S vitrinudes 
magasins ne sont qu~ 
/' ultime reprlsentation 
de cetu manipulation 
symboliqu~. 

L' architecture enti~re 
devient un lcran o!l esr 
projetl~ /'imagination 
mucanrile de notr~ 

lpoqu~. 

Imagine, if you will,lhc ch:lflce 10dcsign youro\\ n shopping mall. 
How would you lhink about the space? \\'hat services would you 
make available lO the consumers you wanted to attract? Which 
stores \\Ould you highlight? How would you gi .. -e the mall a 
character of its own? Would you make it like a long hallway or give 
it the qualities of a large and spacious arena? Arc you looking for 
intimacy or anonymity? Do you wam people to be able to see each 
other as they shop? Or would you prefer the kind of space which, 
similar to a shopping street. keeps consumers on the move and 
therefore less likely 10 interact with each other? Would you look 
for ways of encouraging if not creating a public space. somewhat 
like a square in the grand European tradition."' here large number:. 
of people could congregate? How would you manage an environ
ment in \1.-hich the public space mightr...'\keon more importMCC than 
the shops or restaurants within the mall? Should lhcrc be parks 
inside malls? Arc lhey really no different lhan early twentieth 
century music halls, places of entertainment and pleasure and 
\Oyeurism? 

All of these questions circle around anolher and perhaps more 
primary one. \\'hat theoretical tOOls will serve us best in trying to 
understand the mall as a fundarnent.al part oftwemicth century life 
and as a represent4ltion of the way in \\hich our culture, our society, 
thinks about itselfl 
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The Dialectics of Seeing: Waiter 
Benjnmin and the Arcades Project 

Susan Buck-Morss recently wrote a 
book with the above title on Waiter 
Ben Jam in's examination of arcades in 
Europe during the lute nineteenth cen
tury. She begins with a quotation from 
Ben jam in: "We have," so says lhe illus
trated guide to Paris from lhe year 1852, 
(providing) a complete picture of the 
city of lhe Seine and its environs, "re
peatedly lhought of lhe arcades as inte
rior boulevards, like lhose they open 
onto. These passages. a new discovery 
of industrial luxury. are glass-covered, 
marble-walled walkways through en
lire blocks of buildings, the owners of 
which have joined togelher 10 engage in 
such a venture. Lining both sides of 
these walkways which receive their 
light from abovearelhemostelegantof 
commodity shops, so that such an ar
cade is a city, a world in miniature."• 

Buck-Morss t4llks about Benjamin's 
desire to examine historical phenom
ena and make them t4llk- to bring to life 
the "everyday" not as text but as subject 
for conversation and exchange. It is. so 
to speak. the objects of modem day 
consumerism which need to be given 
life, not to overvalue them or even 
confer upon them a status which they 
don't deserve. but 10 uncover in lheir 
very existence the way in which mass 
culture works. 

Bcnjamin saw cities as intensely tran
sient places where spatial and t.emporal 
relations undergo non-st.op change. 
The city becomes an environment of 
traces and memories. No sooner have 
you moved from one sphere of experi
ence than you encounter another. Peo
ple are in motion as are cars and t.rams 
and buses. Destinations are merely 
short·term stopovers in the constant 
now. This sense of movement trans
forms reality into a drcamscape. Yet it 
is a reality which nonetheless scmces 
the people who use iL It is this relation
ship between the functional and the 
imaginary which I want to explore m 
the following short. piece. 

The Ftfth Column 



Dream Worlds and Malls 

Though he may not have used the tenn, Benjamin was in fact 
approaching the analysis of malls and ci ties as an ethnography. He 
saw the covered shopping arcades of the nineteenth century as 
rep I icas of an internal consciousness, a collective dream dependent 
on "commodity fetishism". At the same Lime the malls represented 
all that was utopian in the projections of a nascent capitalist sphere. 

Place M ontreal Trust 

I walk by Abercrombie and Fitch which is the prestige store of the 
Montreal Trust Shopping Mall and the first thing to be noted is the 
way it sits astride a series of escalators which open onto a cavity in 
the centre of the building. This large open space has a gallery at 
every noor which allows for and in fact encourages viewing. There 
arc two elevators with glass windows to reinforce the sense that this 
is an environment where consumers should be able to watch each 
other. Skylights bring in natural light at a variety of different 
angles. The cavity isreminiscentoflarge exhibition halls and many 
of the stores are designed around the idea of theatrical display, with 
some storefronts recessed differently from others and with differ
ent intensities of artificial light. Artificial versus natural. There is 
something both strange and wondrous about the mannequins in the 
store windows. They are meant to stand in for the spectator/ 
consumer. They arc dressed in every possible type of clothing and 
assume many different physical positions. It is their gaze,the stasis 
in their eyes which interests me most. They simulate the potential 
look of "everyperson" - a desire to be perfect, to be shaped and 
formed in a perfect manner which is offset by the knowledge that 
perfection cannot be attained. The window display must capture 
the eye before thought - engage that curiosity which comes with 
watching an image, which perhaps explains why more and more 
windows make use of television monitors. If the screen can bring 
you face to face with the image you desire then the store simply 
becomes a quick stopover, a functional experience designed 
around service but not around persuasion. Of course that means less 
and less employees and more merchandise. Racks of goods con
tinue from the monitor into the store which suggests that as you try 
on a pair of jeans, for example, you arc attempting to wear the 
image. 

The continuity between image and consumption is not as direct 
however, as the above argument might suggest. Window displays 
arc pan of n continuum. They arc inescapable unless you never go 
to shopping malls or never walk around the city. Images of 
consumption begin in the home. The presence of telcvis1on 
monitors slips into that continuum. It might be bcuerto say that ''c 
arc wearing the television set. We may have internalized some of 
its values but we can also remain res1stnnt. Yet we arc also 
dependent on it as a source of information. This electronic clothing 
is a sign system which we use to explain the choices we make both 
to others and to ourselves. WhOL must be understood here is that our 
very notionsofspaceand time arc changed by these processes. And 
it would be foolish forthearchitcct involved in the creation of!! mall 
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not to be aware of them. "This overex
posure attracts our auention inasmuch 
as it portrays the image of a world 
without antipodes, without hidden 
sides, a world in which opacity is no 
longer anything but a momentary "in
terlude". 1L must be noted however, 
that the illusion of proximity does not 
last very long. Where the polis once 
inaugurated a poliLical theatre, with the 
agora and the forum, today there re
mains nothing but a cathode-ray 
screen, with its shadows and spectators 
of a community in the process of disap
pearing. This "cinematism" conveys 
the last appearance of urbanism, the 
last image of an urbanism without ur
banity, where tact and contact yield to 
televisual impacL.."2 

Abercrombie and Filch is very con
scious of the need to theatrical ize and 
to create a visually rich environment 
for its products. Its windows are like a 
"tableau vivant". In the window I ex
amined a hammock with Teddy Bears 
on it surrounded by an artificial tree. 
There was a largepictureoftwo wolves 
with the suggestion of a hunL Then of 
course there was Spring clothing, what 
you might need to relax and be com
fortable during the coming vacation. 
There was also a wooden croquet set 
along with other such adult games. All 
of this centred on the notion that the 
mnn can be the child - that play is as 
good as '"ork and both arc necessary 
for each other. The store looks as if it 
is trying to open its doors to the wilder
ness which beckons somehow beyond 
Its borders wh1ch may e~plain the 
Teddy Bears. It does have a lot of 
hunting gear m the back but th3tscems 
to be more symbolic than real which is 
in fact precisely wh:ll the window dis
play is promoting. 

Opposite Abcrcrombic and Fitch IS 
Cafe Lcs Palrncs which takes this no
tion of the outside to the extreme. The 
kitchen is visible as are the many palm 
trees wh1ch sit in close proltimity ton 
lnrgc number of false columns de· 
s1gned around an Egyptian motif. Thus 
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Ron Bumcu 

)OU can _u and c:~t:~nd w:~tch the fount.:Jin in the centre of the m:tll 
3 it !>hoo~- w:llcr into t~ Jir. You can listen to the sound of th:n 
w:11cr !llld smell the ~es and w:nch 3 chef prepare your me:tl. You 
C3n c ~ricnce all of the elements of an environment from wh1ch 
younrccomplctelydcuchcdand ifth:u bothers you, you con go into 
Abcrcrombic and Fitch and buy something to bring you closer to 
the OUL~idc. 

Now, I don't want to focus too he.avily on the motif of inside/ 
outside but as I have mcnuoned there is 3 tremendous skylight3nd 
it domill!ltes the entire mall. Gi\·cn the intensity and length of 
Montreal v.intcrs the trees. w:ucr and n:~turallight contribute to :1 

f~hng of wcll-t'tcing \\hich pcrhap- cxplnin ''hy the m:~ll is 
d signed ns 3 series of gallenes \\ hicb) ou have to wnlk :l!Ound to 
enter :md exiL The galleries siO\\ down the usual dov. ntO\\ n ru:h 
300 there src strategically placed seats to reinforce the 1dc3 th3t this 
is nlso a pi:Jcc of rc·L M:lke this )OUr second home. a pl3cc to 
\11C:ltion, even a plxe toeaL The familiJr is mixed v. ith the C).Otic. 
This explains why the kilchen of the resuuram is visible. We :lie 

at the edge of a beach. We can listen to the rush of v.aves even as 
a snow storm bauers the outside. We can, so to speak, almost malce 
our own food as we picnic. This is al~ pan of the mentality in the 
self-senc basement food emporium. Everything is fast and every
thing is prep::~ red but) ou still pick up your own food and can, if 
)Ou're lucky, find a ublc with an umbrella to sust.:Jin the f::mr.asy. 

"The covered shopping arodcs of the nineteenth century \\Cre 
Benj::unin's central image bcc3usc they were the precise material 
replica of the internal consciousness, or rather, ~ unconscious of 
the drc:~ming collective. All of the errors of bourgeois conscious
ness could be found there (commodity fetishism, reification. the 
world as .. m ward ne s}. as well ns (in fashion, prostitution, gam
bling) all ofsts utopi:m drc:lins. ~forco,·cr, the arcades were the first 
intcrnatioll!ll Sl) le of modem architeCture, hence p3r1 of the lived 
CApcrience of :1 '' orldv. ille. metrOpolitan generation."' 

For Bcnjamin. although Lhis quote does not suggest it, the new 
material world of Lhe arcade led to a rccnactment of all that \\:.IS 

drcJryaboute,eryttly life. This is perhapsoneofBenjamin 's most 
imporl.:lnt insights. As cities have bccomedcpopul:ucd, the mall in 
the city centre has become a new public spxeccntrcd on eating and 
consuming. This all takes plxc within thecontextofthe tclev isual, 
\\ithin the context of images. It is not so much that the images 
satisfy a fantasy as they lit into a prc-cxistent set of dreams about 
money and mJtcriJI wealth. Images transform architectural design 
mto a play with surfaces \\here stores allow viewers to enter and 
experience the :ldveniscrnents v. hich they have seen elscv. here. 

Iallsnrc hke a forest of S}mbols antl signs with direction marker:. 
pomring every\\ hich way. This in fact may be at the hcan of the~r 
auroctivencss. For ns the urban landscape becomes dcnaturali1..cd 
our culture\\ ill have to find a new way to bring back the natural 
configurations"' hich it has eliminated. But this new nature will 
irni1.1te not reproduce, simulme not rccnuct. 
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There 1s a need to sec malls not as 
rcnecuons of some low cultur31 :tc
ti\ ily not worth) of comment. but as 
the vel) cssenceofwhereourculture 
is defining Itself. They area sympto
matic map as much of conscious as 
unconscious needs and activities. 
Thus the palm trees m Montreal Trust 
and the ones in San Diego effectively 
join together. A picture is assembled 
which confirms a continuity between 
the home and the market-place, be
tween \Jnouo; levels of anilice and 
nature. 'The :1reades. as houses with
out e\teriors were themselves, just 
like dreams. All collective architec
ture of the nineteenth century pro
' ides housing for the dreaming col
lective: arcades, "tnter gardens. 
panorama<;, factories, wax-figure 
cabincL<;, casinos, railroad sutions,
as well as museums, apartment inte
riors, department stores and public 
spns:·• 

The architccwral becomes u scaf
folding onto which the body maps 
iL,elf. And this ~ly of the hne twen
tieth centur} inhabiLc; a space which is 
so close to a dr~tm world Lhat as 
Ben jam in suggests, the fantasy needs 
to be recounted, narrativiscd, other
wise ''e will never underst.1nd its 
effect'>. 

J.\V~her flcnjamin, quoted in Sus:m 
flm:k-Mors$. The Diah:clics nfSccinl!: 
W:lltcr AcnJamin :md 1he Arcade~ 
futi~~~. (C:~mbridge, Mass: MIT Press 
1989) p. 3. 

2. Paul Vtrilio, 'The Overexposed City,"" 
·n /(.(!['<' .lll. p. 23. 

3. Sus m fluck·MCirss. The Dialcclics o( 
S!<£in~:: Wailer Rcnr•min :tnd the Ar
c;•dc( l'roJ~. p. 39. 

4. Ibid. p. 271. 

Ron flurnett ts 1hc Dircc1or of 
Graduate Swdtes in Communica
tions at MrGi/1 University. 
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Camcron Charlcbois 

Reflections on the Production of Commercial Office Architecture: 

An Interview with Cameron Charlebois 

Camcron Chnrlcbois est diplomt en architecwre de l'univcrsite 
McGi/1. 1/travail/e presenlcment pour la division immobilierc du 
CN et connail bicn le marche de l'espace de bureau d Montreal. 
Vickic Vinaric et Dove Smythc l'ont intcrviewe en avril 1991. 

Camcron Chnrlcbois holds a degree in architecture from McGill 
University. He is presently the Senior Director of Commercial 
Projects at CN and has first-hand knowledge of the market for 
office space in Montreal. Vickie Vinaric and Davc Smythc 
interviewed Camcron Charlebots in April 1991. 

VV: Do you foresee the possibility in the market foracomp;my 
to !me an nrchitcct with the intention of promoung a building thm 
may be a forerunner 10 design for office buildings? 

CC: Yes, I sec that happening but in u long cvoluuon. I don't 
want to exaggerate. but what you sec happening is a very honest and 
correct reflection of the sUite of our culture. Our occupying 
companies arc no beucr than our architects or our developers, they 
arc no beuer or worse than our city officials or our m iddlcclass who 
chose to live in bungalows out in the middle of nowhere and drive 
mediocre cars. It'sjustlikc that song in the sixties, like ticky-tncky 
boxes up on the hill, where what was ticky-Lacky thirty yc:us ago 
is just bcncr ttcky-tncky now. Maybe that's the" a) htstory goes; 
things just get a linlc bit hener. So I sec nothing out of S) ne between 
these buildings, the mass of them, and the rest of our society. That 
is probably where I unhook with the auitudc of some acndcmicsand 
the stuff thm they write. Wake up and smell the coffee; you kno". 
you produced these guys yourself. They can afford the ht;-.ury of 
sllung 111 an ivory tower. TI1e fact is that I'd mther sec an annlys1s 
of whm we 're cl1scussing now instead of saying that the dew lis on 
the Maison Uliramar arc bannl or thoughtless. I think the industry 
should get into some of this polemic. 

volume c ill h l 

Consider the whole debate with the ciry, for instance: if 
the city set about giving awards to companies who occupy great 
buildings [it would have a Lremendous effect By doing this] they 
would recognize the architect because that would happen by 
ricochet, then you would recognize the developer, because the 
developer will be happy if the building geLS recognized. But 
recognize the company, recognize IBM for Hs cont.ribution. 
recognize the Maison des CooperanLS for having chosen 
excellence, if you like thm building; the effect you'd ha\·e on the 
market would be absolutely dramatic! Compan1es hkc that seck 
recognition, blll that never happens. Instead, we focus on the 
architect, we focus on all the intervcncrs. the doers, mstc:td of the 
real tug which is the market and tcnanLS that occupy these buildings. 
They're the ones who drive it. If you miss that mark you can have 
the most spectacular building in the world :10d you'll go broke in the 
rrocess. 

Both en•l~ of the at nun. of the \\'orld Trade Centre, ~lontrebt 



Camc-ron Ch:ulcbois 

Look ntthc: [ne"'] World Trade Centre [in Montreal). Th!lt is to me 
the most striking example of this kind of polarity in action. It gets 
all kinds of :tccobdes, and no tenants. Even the tenants \\ill 
rccogni:te th!lt it's a really nice building but "it's not what 1 
want. .. you kno\1. it's really not what 1 wnnt." And so I laud 
anybody who goes 10 there and sets up, but don't a k me to go there 
as a tenant. It's getting all this praise for being a great typology, a 
gre.:~t model of building which we should all love because it makes 
a good city and so on but it doesn't represent the dcmnnds of the 
market. 

D~ : Why is that? Why is it not a desirable building? 

CC: [I would get into the notions of] location and class· A" and 
clas~ ·s· office sp:x:e and'' hat drives some of these things, but in 
a nutshell it's [beC!luse iL is] an atrium building. If I rent on a noor 
of an atrium building that means h3lf of my offices arc looking into 
anmrium. If you \\Ork all day in an office building and arc looking 
into an atrium that's b::td n.::ws. Even by contrast if you're in an 
office space like my O\\n here looking out onto a normal strccl, 
looking right across the street at another building, it's still 
preferable because when it rains, it rains, when it snows, it snows, 
when it's dark, it's dark and yoo can look out the window and you 
can sec tmflic and people and you know that you live in a real world. 
] don't know the noor plan that well, bull imagine because of that 
[atrium configuration] you have long central corridors with 
elevators at the ends; you must have [this arrangement] because 
you can't have elevators every fifty feeL In a typical noor of an 
office building of t\\Cnty thollS3nd square feet or so you've got 
offices on four sides and thee levator in the middle which is the ideal 
model. In an atrium building,\\ hich is long and hori:rontal, you've 
got windows on two sides but your end walls arc bbnk because you 
share those walls with the tenants neJtt door. You don't have 
windows on those walls, so proportionate! y for each square foot of 
noor space, you've got half as many windows and half of those 
)Ou've got arc looking onto an atrium. 

The next thing is something that's architccturally 
significant. In most high rise buildings it's important for the tower 
to be expressed right down to the ground. Towers on podiums arc 
not popular. They're not desirable from the market point of view 
because when you walk in that door you want to be wan.ing into the 
buildmg, not the base of the building or a piece of the building. In 
thecaseofthe World Trade Centre I don't want to seem too critical 
bccnuse I know the developer and he's very adventuresome and 
courageous, but when a tenant walks into the World Trade Centre, 
which has ten other entrances, [he asks himself], "Who am I in all 
this?," and if you're a major tenant, that's disastrous. If you arc 
Canad.l Trusl, )Ou're gomg to be in the Maison Canada Trust, 
)Ou're not going to be Canada Trust in the World Trade Centre. 
What arc you going to get out of that? That gives you nothing. It 
means your whole image is tucked underneath this ambiguous 
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notion of a World Trade Centre. So it's got a lot of things going 
against iL 

I think the whole community is hoping that it works 
anyway, but where I get hung up is when I sec it touted as the be all 
and end all of where we should be going when the real industry is 
not going that way. People can rant and wail and whine and moan 
about it all they want, and it's not going to change anything. That 
is not the way the industry IS going and if the city tried to make the 
industry go that way by imposing design controls and so on, I can 
tell you right now that the industry would leave the city. The tenants 
that you would try to cram into those buildings would go and set up 
in exactly the buildings they want in Lava! or Longeuil or 
somewhere ootside of the city limits where you don't have to live 
with that kind of constraint. That sounds drastic, but I'm not 
exaggerating. That's the discourse of the tndustry and u's been put 
together after a good deal of thought Son's constmined. It's not 
eas} and yet within the kind of d) nam1c of the industry. the actual 
forms that you sec arc produced very quickly and with a vie\\' to 
marketing. 

OS : So how are business projections made in terms of an office 
building? Does the product have a five year life span? 

CC: No, you'vegottorcmcmbcr that thescdecisionsarcmadc 
on a quick turn-around because you arc c:~lking about a tenant's 
market,you'renottalkingaboutanowner'smarkct. You'rctalking 
about people who arc making a five or ten year decision where 
there's one number that is important: the net effective renL What's 
my net bottom dollar per square foot per year? After that you get 
into the peripherals, like eJtp:Jnsion options. If I'm planning to be 
in this business for ten years, I've got to have room to move. 

It's a tenant's market. The tenant •s being bombarded 
with offers. There's not any shortage of desirable developers out 
there. They're all coming in each one with a better and more 
seductive offer. The tenant is in a position of reacting to the best of 
all worlds and choosing the best possible product for the cheapest 
possible price- very simple operation planning. Sometimes they 
hire consultants to do the search for them and to engage the 
developers in a dialogue and come up with the best possible deal. 
but the process per se rurcly takes very long. It's very quick for a 
number of reasons. First of all, ten am's usually start to engage in 
this process at the last minute. Theyeithcrcngagc in it because they 
need some more space badly because they JUSt got a big contract or 
because their lease is up in eighteen months. They know that within 
an eighteen month horizon they can get a prcuy good lix on the 
mark cL They can make a com m itmentto a de vclopcr and get a 11 the 
best concessions given all the market conditions. Everything is on 
a very short temporal horizon because you can't negotiate a deal 
five years into the future. The whole market coulclturn around. So 
you leave the decision qu ite intentionally often up to the very last 
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minute, [leavingl the shortest possible delay in which the developer 
that you ultimately select can deliver the product in time. If you 're 
a smalltenantnnd there'sa lot of space on the market, he c::m deliver 
the space to you in six months. lfyou'rea big tenant like IBI\1 it's 
a two year run out. 

II3M was very quick. The deal, the design and everything 
else were done in six months: city approvals, whnmmo and then 
they got into the ground ... very quickly ... two years to build the 
bUilding and they took that into account. Their lease is up this year 
and they've moved in already. The timing was perfect, but they 
didn't make the decision until they were absolutely up against the 
v.all. The whole situation dn"es thnt because it's dealing with a 
kind of squeeze that gives you on your own part the best possible 
d~tl. Knowing all of the parameters and extrapolatmg from them 
is the way to get the best poss1ble deal and, as I said, you can't know 
the parameters in the market place three years down the road but 
you can certainly know them for next year. The whole thing is 
geared towards quick and facile decision making, not a lot of 
agoni;ing and renection. I would love to sec more understanding 
of some of this dynamic. I don'tthink it's without hope because I 
don' t think ourdowntowns arc without hope and r think with some 
Intelligence the whole thing can be moved to evolve in a direction 
that is much, much more human and much hcttcr. hut people have 
to stop denying that the dynamic cx1sts. 

\'\': But you don't sec the fal'l that the huilding is .m 
ad\'Crtiserncnt or part of a corporate llllage for a wmpan' as 
something detrimental to the architectural intent of the huildmg. 

CC: I don't think it's the fact that it is a markrting tool or 
:1dver11sing for the company that IS detrimental because th1s "as 
always the case. When the UanJ.. of Montreal h1red 1\ tcKim,l\ lead 
and While on Plnrccl' Armes to do its building with thl' dome, don 'L 

V 0 I 11 Ill c n 11 111 h c r l\\' 1.) 

thnk of ~tontrcal, \1cKim, ~lc;~J 3nJ \\'hat~. ~1m•rcJI 
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tell me that the colonnade :md the dome \\Crcn't p3n of the 
lll!lrlccting of the Bank of Montrc.al. Of course they were. lt's ju.t 
thst they h:HI more time, construction was longer. family 
:machments and so fonh were such that they did it in a somewhat 
more sophisticmed manner, perhaps, and not as glib. Alrcad)', I 
think, we'ren lot less glib today th:m we were ten years ago. I think 
that that's true in a lot of cases, even a C.1nada Trust may be better 
than a 2020 University. I think most people \\Ouldagrce with this. 
Yet the client brnckct is basic:llly the S31Tle. At kast it 's a step in 
the right direction. I think t.lwt 1fyouacccrtthe factth:ll the building 
and the :uchitectural design is going to fulfill th:ll role [of a 
lll!lrketing toolJ,the question becomes. "How do I manage that in 
a w:1y that produces the m:uketing desireii by the Lenant,the chcnt 
and the developer but also produces good architecture?" I think 
that's \\here Kohn Pcderscn Fox ha'-e got it pinned do\\n. 

D : Is there such a thing as a life expectancy, not of the 
t uiiJ 'lg it.Stlf, but of the prestige image of the building? From the 
O\\lncr's point of view. is there a son of recognized period of time 
after" hich it nuy not have the status in the city that it did before? 
I know in Toronto thcre'saglutof downtown rental space and some 
owners of older buildings are offering outrageous deals on ten year 
leases at thiny to fony percent discounts because they're finding 
out that their prestige tenants are moving ID newer buildings. Have 
they passed that point where the building's prestige image is dated? 

CC: Yes, therearcsomesuchcases. I think thean~erto that 
is largely location. If you'\'C got a class • A" building today on 
McGill College it'll be a class "K building as long as McGill 
College stays a class" A • address. If )ou've got a class ·s· type, 
miserable building in a class ·A • location. well then you' re out of 
sync nnd soon r or later, prob:lbly sooner, )OU're going to try to 
renovate the thing ID give it a class" A " image. Likewise. if you're 
off the class· A" address like Place V a lie J\1aric and pans of Re ne 
Lc,·esque anti !\1cGill College. sometimes there is nothing you can 
do. You can make it the most beautiful thing in the world and you're 
not going to change anything. But I'd say that buildings would be 
referred Lo as getting tired and losing their sheen and that son of 
thing. PVM is a good example. That whole building had to be 
remarkctedand they did. I don'tknow that they're fully completed 
yet, but they ha\'C set about iL A lot of the tenants for the McGill 
College buildings came out of PVM. PVM was just being robbed 
of tenants. so they had to get back into the market place and 
capitali7.c on the real value of their location. Yes, buildings do geL 
tired, but in the case of PV~t it tOOk 25 years. 

f) : So :ulhat point, when that recognition is made and they 
ha'e to get remarkctcd, how is that done? Does the developer or 
owner hire one of these firms ID remark et their building? 

CC: No, it's deeper than th3L A good example of this is the 
old CIL house. Th<~t's a SOM building that was pure within its 
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universe. It's a good building It was bought by Royal Trust first, 
and then sold to the developer C•mdcrel, and then they decided to 
remarkctthe building. It's nota SOM lobby anymore. It has got 
all kinds of stuff in it, it's arcmarketed lobby. They made a fairly 
large production out of the asbestos they took out of the building. 
They reconfigured floors, they moved tenants around, they 
remarketcd all of the elevator lobbies. That was done as well at 
1010 Sherbrookc Street West beside the Four Seasons Hotel; all the 
typical floor lobbies were redone m marble and so on, where before 
they might have been carpet and gypsum ... 

D : So you say remarket and in a sense it means redesign? 

CC: There's no doubt about it. lt can be an upgrade in the 
mechanical system, changing the windows, etc., and then the 
marketing fums will use that as part of their schtick. 

\'V: Which comes ftrst, do the marketing guys say to the 
developer, this is whm people want? 

CC: No, it's the de\'clopcr that's gm a sense of it. The whole 
process is driven by the developer. 

VV: And then the marketing agenLc; take what's there. 

CC: Yes. A developer, if he's been si lting on a building for 
that long, realizes that the building is losing its edge. There arc 
changes in technology, sophistication in communications, the 
tenants' space requirements arc different. not necessarily less, but 
very different. And so you begin to sense this: "Holy smokes! If 
this is the coming wave in the market place, this building I've got 
over here is never going to be able to respond so I either accept it 
as a second clas.c; building, or I'm going to recycle, I'm going to 
upgrade its market ''alue ... You do it in pieces and sooner or later 
you're finished, and you pay another million bucks for a marketing 
campaign or whatever ancl you go through the process. 

RtnO\Iatcd entrances to lhe shoppmg level and the pnrkmg garage <Jf l'l~cc Villc 
Maric, Mon1rcal 
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VV: What percentage of the building cost goes into 
marketing? 

CC: That depends on the building. If you roll in brokerage 
commissions and stufflike that it can be a whopping percentage. If 
it'sjust the brochures and the advertisements and stuff like that, it's 
one or two percent. 

The other aspect of the trade which will provoke a 
recycling/rcmarketing of the building is the sale of the building. 
These buildings are built to be sold. They're not built to be kept, 
so you build them, you fill them up with tenants, you get the best 
possible revenue stream today, then you look for a buyer who has 
got a lower return expectation than you, which means you put a 
multiplier on the revenue stream and then you sell it to that person. 
If it's an older building and it has changed hands a few times sooner 
or later it is going to hit a point where somebody is going to buy it 
more for its speculative potential than for what it's actually 
producing today. They'll say, "Okay. We're going to buy this 
because we figure its revenue stream is fifty percent what the 
market would bear in this location for an upgraded product. Change 
the windows, re-do the lobby , etc. and then get into a process of 
rcmarketing and maybe double the revenue stream." That sort of 
situation w i ll also provoke remarketing. 

Remarketing will consist of the whole thing that you 
would do in a development operation. You get the brokers involved 
who arc the leasing agents who get the tenants, you hire the 
communications fliTTls, you have public relations activities, you 
produce brochures, buy advertisements in magazines, the whole 
schtick,just like it was a new building. There's really no difference. 

DS: So you know right from the beginning of the project that 
at a certain point you 're going to need to sell that building. Is the 
life expectancy of the building a quantifiable thing or is that 
something that the developer rcalLws after a certain time? 

CC: There arc di ffcrcnt developers. Some developers build to 
keep, in which case they have a portfolio of assets which represent 
the asset base or the richness of the company and all those assets are 
kept up to saleable quality at all times. If you're in New York and 
you need live hundred million dollars to build Canary Wharf well 
then maybe you'll sell ten buildings in the United States ... or if 
you' re BCED who has a cash crunch but you don't want to have to 
let go of the project in Montreal or in downtown Toronto, you '11 sell 
three shopping centres in Missouri or somcth ing so they hnve all got 
to be kept up to that state. There is another clnss of developers 
called merchant builders who build facades and they arc the 
dangerous guys because they'll build anything and they'll fill it up 
and they'll do anything to get rentals coming out of it and then 
they'll turn around and sell it to a finance company. That 's whnt 
caused the financial disaster in the StoLes. IL happened much less 
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in Canada but in the States developers would build anything they 
could get a loan on and since the loans were dercgulaled, people 
could lend money to any projecL 

DS: This is the savings and loans scandal? 

CC: That's right. The developers would get a loan for ten 
million dollars to build an empty building and then when they 
couldn'tgetany tenants they all went bankrupt and now 160billion 
dollars of real estate has fallen into the bankruptcy process in the 
States. It has killed the whole real estate market in the States for 
about ten years. 

When you look at the developers' operation at that level, 
there arc so many dimensions to a project, from municipal 
approvals, to securing the land, to gening the tenants interesled,to 
getting the design done and gearing up your contractors, maybe 
even preordering certain things like elevators and escalators and so 
on, to most important of all, getting your financing {because a 
developer tries never to build anything with his own money). With 
all of that, the design development process is ten percent of the 
developer's reality, it's a hundred percent of the architect's reality, 
but it's ten percent of his, and it's maybe ftfty percent of the city's 
reality, so you've got all these people talking to each other but 
they're in it at different levels. It's a little bit like a tower ofBabel. 
You never really know. You've got one person losjng his mind 
over something and another person who is sitting there, and it's 
only ten percent of his concern. It happens all the time, it's just 
amazing and it's exacerbated by the fact that most developers think 
they do a tremendous benefit to the community. 

DS: I' m sure people would say the same thing about architects. 

CC: Well it's fun to get into it because I think there's certainly 
an intellectual level to all this that people tend to ignore and yet it's 
very rich and there arc reasons for everything. Where I disapprove 
and I get very very frustrated is when I see this whole dynamic 
which I've just explained summarily ignore.d. Developers are 
really k•lling themselves [trying to build a building of architectural 
significance). Some arc getting rich, there's no doubt about it but 
some people arc suffering, and some people are doing their best. 
and we arc all humnn beings. You could question every soul in this 
industry other than the most slippery land speculators, and they 
would tell you that they are fulfilling a mission, their integrity is 
beyond question and they just want to do their best for their societ). 
To see that whole dynamic p:lSScd off by certain academics as bad 
faith or sloppiness just makes my skm crawl. 

The text was prepared for publication by Michacl K1dd. 
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EXcerpt• froa a ~ cal.l-in radio •how that ~wled over danger in paradise and 
c:urlousear And c:ur10Uilar oa amT-Em 1n Hontrea.l . r.tstenar8 ware asked to trap the cit y ' • 
body. callers woo.ld describe tbair location in anatomiCAl tenus, and then either -.ke noise 
with that body part or wax poet1c/ sch1:r:ophren.tc on their carna.1 constitution · 
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there arc atoms of air in your lungs that 
were once in the lungs of every one who 
has ever lived we are breathing each other 

Sharon Gannon 

OPEN YOUR MOUTH AND LET THE AIR OUT 

This is the length of a breath--------------

_______________ at7inchespcr~ond.~ttesgoat 
half the speed and hence half the length of the above line would have been 
breathing. The other half awaits another's breath. By constructing a sound 
we usually mean to capture and record then to reproduce and play. 
Recorded sound travels from head to head. Two heads are better than one. 
The voice migrates from your head to the record head to the play head to 
my head and back again until a bulk head leaves no head at all. One head 
. bett th r "'tO\'M ;-:~ IS er an none.J" .r ~~· ~· .... ~; 
E:rr&dtexeu.uactivlty to the ~ 

The technology o( entrapment has taken context out of context. 'Is it live 
or is it Memorex?' is no longer the question. Or was it ever? The voice 
is always cast as a deed. Words are projectiles, projectiles have targets. 
Once recorded the sound can be manipulated. ll loses authorship. One's 
identity is malleable and capable of being reconstructed in innumerable 

ssibili ties. I can exhale without inhali~i&alllr.sTifr. -r .Er. 
i ori masocliTSC, DUE""l'thrnk-- should s- a ch.iroprac:l 

The tongue of Ronald Reagan touched by the hand of Douglas Kahn 
speaks: ~.nr 'P\d1r cm .. -m 

-For the first time in man's history I am President, and I can do this with 
dash and daring do. C 7-Tftsir 
-Ronald Reagan, you can't sec or understand the America of diny streets 
and poor people prewnru~ll:l:"rlTLrllirorr"inl 

-The problem isn't being poor the problem is ..... um ... um ... as a matter of 
fact a few Republican panaceas and myself and people like myself 
organized a task force of people outside government and inside. Well this 
little group gathered and we very carefully would open the car door with 
the window rolled down and shove the man's arm across the window and 
then break it. The backbone of America fti :ue ana "ia and then break 
it over the window, am! then the pressure came on, that hidden longing 
came out and :ro =vr1gunshots and so forth. Wh:lt I'm talking about is 
the frecmarkctplace, f rce enterprise the regulations that governments have 
which arc necessary is to ensure that someone can't sell us a can of poison 
meat. I think can of poison meat had a problem thm I think people must 
recognize. The problem is, if you open a can of poison meat hold it in your 
hand it gets warm very fast while you 're drinking it. 

Douglas Kahn, excerpt from the audio piece "Rcagan speaks for himsctr' 

Douglas Kahn bespeaks a skillful scalpel, performs the disappcamncc. 
CuL'i that U1pc, nnd inaugurmcs Lhe building block of sound. The touch 

number lW 0 

Les techniques 
d' enregistrement 
et de reproduction 
permettent la ma
nipulation et 
I' altiration du son 
qui, par la, perd 
son origine et son 
identiti. La radio 
est une de ces tech
niques, qui en 
projetant la voix 
humaine, la 
diterritorialise et 
crie un espace 
sonore, paralU/e 
d I' espace visuel. 
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Julia Loktcv Christof Migone 

becomes me. I can exll!lle without inhaling and still live dead on the air. 
This is a series of exh:~les 

The proper edit is airtight. Take my breath away. And transmit it as a 
signal to an aural expanse. 
Dead air exhales magnetic mappings of words that never got away. The 
radio sigrol etches maps of (e)motion onto the city/body. Magnetic 
mappings of words that never go away. The radio is here and in enclaves 
of there. The organs of the radiophon ic body are never stationary. Though 
they are ahvays stnuonary. Perh3ps we are trnnsmitting from your closet 
and staging your murder while you 're still fiddling with your tuner. The 
razor'sshrup. Cutting block. Cut you into another, and cast you into ether. 
A fine sculpture for the ear. Perhaps the touch of you tranSmits less 
'tl:ounding, more dis-ease. The feeling is mutual. I carefully stretch my 
sk:inacrossyourbody. Ifitfits. I am your ,·emriloquist. If it complements, 
I am your seducer. lf it jars. lam your dj. 

Radio constructs time out of space. When you touch me. my space is no 
longer mine. Radio constructs a jnocia. -Act~ sound out of space. 
scream. We move from the I a.rbarrassing, .LJ'I!Pl nodes arej 
rooms of production to the rooms ot seoucuon.--vou tal::e the words nght 
out of my mouth. I don'tlike you when you are me. I have digested our 
conversation. The dessen traverses the nervous Oesh with a profusion of 
fine splices, slightly sticky. You're saying things you've never said and 
sometimes I like you better that way. You'reinjuriesbecome you. Do you 
j.l...1cci8 ~ .U ngbE Wllike the new you? 
[ays, and 8Utli1Y -ys, ~vilJ.£1ngunc::f&XDls-wffiovezWi, 
Lest you worry. I can splice you back so nicely you won't notice. You're 
in my hands and out of your mouth. (NOnTrial.~$a}:ih~ The 
interplay between nervous systems can remam playful. 'llle structure 
cannOl be cemented. PennanemJy ~ ~~--:;wacanL No definition 
is offered but no lack of the act of delamng. The body of your city has a 
body fondling itselr.;smac:k at the corneroTse"] A moan travels. 

If our voices have seduced you. Maybe you would like to come hear us 
mouth off more words. First you must insert your fingers into our mouth. 
Touch that dial. Now synch your lips to the tune of the tuner. Stretch your 
skin across our body. Jacking sn or off. Radio artisans, or sound 
construction fSque.ICiUiignoworkers. Announce what you've felt all 
along. You've·ocen rcce1vmg all stations at all times. That tickling 
sensation. Perfonning the vocabulary of a leap.(!'" & - We ask you 
toemiL Hey! Body ,siuing with a deafening silence. Open your mouth and 
let the air out. This space is yours Chrwof M1gone is a radio/audio 

arllst obsessed by the aberrations 
of language who works out of 
CKUT903 FM RadioMcGi/1 

Do something and I'll eat you. 

Ju/ia Loktev is a radio/audio art
ist obsessed by the space between 
bodies wlw IS currently in transll 
between Colorado,the USSR and 
Montdal. 
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Open Your Mouth and Let the Air Out 

llfhole thing kind 

~- -~· ........ ~ ·. t.···i 
/.·~ · ,;-,·;~'Bs;fi6P£0! i ~ 
• . • ~~ti - -· .. ' . ,-: ~ ............... 

travel one of tha bloodcalls, I , ' •. ~· 
travel more like one of the parasites and I' m - .. It ' 11 good 

• . . I'm having an out of 
~ body experience. Do you 
' .Jcnow what you had for 

QU.on 
• •oup and poutine. 77lat' • 

-~· dJ.nner tonight? 

; : '7 llfhy I had to leave. I just 
; • couldn't take 1t anji!OOre, 

I~ i' 110 I took a cab to the 
a.izport and took a hell• ~g· · copter so I could ha~ 

·• . this out of body axperl-
• .' • ence . Just because lt ' s 

cyberspace doeztn' t maan 

that is -ll• any bet-

thinking that' 11 probably not good so I should ....,. inside nov and again . The skin has been pricJced, and 
maybe I<IOrk my wy cloMJ to the intestine$ and ru cut and !1carred. It , !1 been through it al.l. Thing:s 
become an inte!ltinal parluite , So I ' m realizing ~ haPf>GtJ on the indde and then they bubble out and happen 
that and deciding that I !1houl.d migrate tovard!1 on the out!1ide and you get a big zit on your :shoulder 
the canter of the body... and that' 11 W'here 
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Ricardo Castro 

Les mtdias ont grandement diminui les contraintes du lieu et du 
temps. no us donnant acces au passt et d /' aille11rs. Cette destruc
tion de la distance et de I' oubli rend impossible /' intimitl. 

I' isolemer.t qui SOnl ntcessaires a/' r.obitation authentique. Dons 
ce monde r.omoglnlist par la technologie, I' architccte a un role 

tljouer dons la reconstruction critique de la distance spatiale et 
temporefle. 

1 

A IT ACK ON DISTANCE: 
It-.'TERTEXTIJAL REFERENCE 

l<atSLen Harries, in a brilliant article entitled The Ethical Func

tion or Architecture, advocaLes the recsLablishmcnt of the lost 

ethos. of environments that will make, as he claims, a genuine 

d\\elling possible.1 "From the very beginning architecture has 

had an ethical runction, helping lOarticulatcandeven tOeSLablish 

man'sethos,"contends Harries. This domain, to which the notion 

of"edifying" or building is akin, has been lost due to a commit-
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mentto objectivity on which science and technology rest, accom

panied by technological progress. Objectivity demands, argues 

Harries, homogeneity and indifference of place. 

The main action by which modem man has been able to create the 

current homogeneous world has been by overcoming distance. 

the consequences of which arc still unpredictable. This atLack on 

distance, its conquest, in a word, with the help of various techno

logical devices--radio,t v, high speed vehicles-- has brought about 

the obliteration of the sense of intimacy. Harries rightfully con

tends that "intimacy requires disLance." He adds, "climinme one 

and you eliminate the other." For him " the chaOLic state of our 

architectural environment which yet goes along with a high 

degree of interchangeability and uniformity is part of our techno

logical culture, which insists not so much on dwellings as on 

machines for working and living." 

Harries concludes with an optimistic remark, pointing out that the 

architect, even in this desperate condition, is the person best 

equipped to rccstablish true dwelling environments. The corol -
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lary of the message is that in order to decide what is involved ir. 

building the architect has to understand first what it is "to dwell." 

And this demands, of course, the recognition that genuine dwell

ing without both distance and intimacy is impossible. 

2 

AlTACK ON TIME: 

SPEED AND CONSUMPTION OF IMAGES 

Appearing almost simultaneously photographs and trnins arc 

among the many inventions we inherited from the ntneteenth 

eentury.1 Their repercussions on everyday life have often been 

taken for granted. 

Photogrnrhy. via advertising, has hnd a nouccable impart on the 

environment. Duilcllngs. highway billboards, campaign posters, 

T-shirts, packages, vehicles printed with any conceivable imngc. 

arc just a few of the examples that illustr~ne the contmuous change 

effected by the medium on our vtsuol surroundings. 

v o I u m c c 1(1 h l numhcr I\\ o 

While the arrival of trains and the subsequent transport revolutir,n 

helped bring about the attack on distance described by Harries, the 

invention of photography contributed to a new environmental 

perception that affected our ways of seeing, communicating and 

recording the world around us. The past ceased to be distanced 

from the present as it became possible to capture reality, even the 

most nceting moment, with optical and chemical processes. With 

the aid of photography images of loved ones, exotic places, 

unusual events could be consumed visually by practically every

one. 

Photography made people aware of places that had previously 

only been in the realm of the imagmmion.thus contributing to the 

homogemzation of the world. Wuh the emergence of the new 

me<llum an) locauon could, no mnucr how exotic and dtstant. in 

a maucr of a relmivel) short time, be recorded ond then rcrro· 

duccd ad infinitum. Postcards became a sort of substitutl' for 

reality whose thrcc-dtmenstonnhty could be explored, at lca -t 

during the begmning of the century ,through stereoscopic "icwing 
dcvtces. 
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In the are.a of :ll'Chitecture, the publication of photogrophs in 

popular and specialized magazines and periodic3ls conl!ibuted to 

a faster diffusion of architectural ide:1s and reahmuons. This 

potential was c~ploiled by architects and artists of Lhe avantgarde. 
Suffice it to consider the photographic experiments of the the 

members of the Bauhaus, and its Russian equivalent the 
Vkhutemas, the Constructivists. without forgetting the agile ma

nipulation of the medium as a propagandistic tool by such archi

tects as Le Corbusier. 

It is also a fact that since the second half of the nineteenth 

century architectural photography establishe-d itself as a genre in 
its own right, on the way to achieving its current pervasive and 

sometimes perverse taSte-molding role. Consider the endless 

number of slick architectural periodicals that conl!ibute to the 
1!1lnsformation of both laymen's and professionals' taste for 
buildings, interiors and gardens. 

If the invention of the steam engine and its applications to 
transport led even wally to the invention of other high-velocity 

vehicles such as blimps, airplaoes and high -speed trains, photog
raphy paved the way for the inventionoftheanimated image, and, 

subsequenlly, movies, television, holography, and more rccenlly 

the all-pen'3Sive video. Movies made it possible to see history 
literally un,·eiled and re-enacted. 

With the advent of television and of video technology the imme

diacy of any event could be appropriated.lt was possible to bring 
it into the home -our most private domain. From this interior 

vantage point-currenlly with the help of satellite transmission-

it has been possible to witness the space odyssey with itsl!agedies 
and l!iumphs,to observe any cataclysm, or even to be the detached 

participant in a royal wedding while sipping Coke and gorging on 

popcorn. Furthermore we can play back and simulate--re-enact

-any historical moment to the poim of ludicrous exhaustion. 

Distance, spatial and temporal, increasingly and parado.~tically 
becomes more distant. 

As examples of visual technologicaJ progress, photography and 

ilS more recent extensions, movies and video, have contributed to 

demise of forgetfulness. While in spatial terms, as has been shown 

by Harries, the conquest of di'Wlnce has meant the loss of inti

macy, in temporal terms it would seem that its equivalent, the 

conl!action or the temporal dimension, has meant the obliteration 

of forgetfulness and with it that of its antipode, memory. This is 

not unlike Lhc process of losing one's memory for simplearithmc-
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tic operations such as adding and subtracting, by relying on the 
powerful capabilities of binary systems which govern tiny com

puters and calculators. 

We seem, thus, to be undermining our own ability to apprehend 

the real, succumbing to a world of simulation constantly nour
ished by the advertising world and Lhe new visual technologies. 

As the present becomes continually registered in the video-strip 

of ubiquitous security cameras, of anonymous cam-cords, to 

become a magnetic impulse easily rel!ievable, our sense of now 
and then becomes increasingly dulled and with it Lhe notion of 

memory. If, as Harries contends, it tS necessary to reestablish the 
lost ethos, the lost sense of dwelling, by redefining boundaries, it 

is also imperative that we reestablish in a critical way our contact 

with the world around us and its temporal dimension. 

Without a critical re-evaluation and recuperation of both temporal 

and spatial distance we seem condemned to become fictional 

beings, as the main character of Percy Walker's novel The 

Moviegoer, the successful stockbroker John Bikerson (Binx) 

Bolting, for whom the reality of a place, the reality of dwelling, 

could only be accepted after he had seen the place re-presented, 
hence certified, in a film's moving image.3 

Ricardo L. Castro is an associate professor of architecwre at 

McGill University. 

Notes 

I. Karsten Harries, "The Ethical Function of Architecture: A Philo

sophical Standpoint on the Anonymity and Homogeneity of Contem

porary Architecture," Journal or Architectural Education XXIX, 

(September 1975): 159-65. All citations in the text appear on page 

160. 

2. The transportation of goods and passengers began in England in 1825, 
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3. Pcrcy Walker, The Movlegoer, New York: Knopf, 1961. 
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L' anhitecwre et la publicitt sont semblables et corollaires. Un 
sun•ol historique dtmontre que tous deux fondent sur 
/'ambivalence du continuum que no us habitons leursfonctions de 

symholi.wtion et de perpetuation de la culture. 

In a world where, as Jean Baudrillard diagnoses not 
without irony, "we no longer partake from the drama of alienation, 
but arc in the ecsta"y of communication,"' 1t is tempting to troce 
analogies between architecture :md advenising. In the most s1mplc 
sense, the tet·hnological products of both activiues often embrace 
uncritically the dominating ideology oflate capitalism. In trymg to 
sell an image they become repressive tools that curtail, rather than 
truly enhnncc, human freedom. As the Instruments of 
tcchnopollllctll:ums, both the office towers that house the maJOr Oil 
companies in llouston, for example, and the technically sophisu
cmed advenisemenLs that we admire between r:Hherdull television 
programs, arc not very different in their function as transparent 
signs of n logocentrie power structure. Doth architecture and 
n<lvertising arc able to use their power of seduction to promote a 

V u I 11 Ill c I! j 11 hI numhcr I\\ U 

single idea and sustain the 1llusion of an absolute order, i.c.,thc best 
of al l possible worlds which is supposed to be our technologicall) 
advanced consumer's civilization, the last, most comfonable and 
efficient, the latest manifestation of the single historical narrative 
resulting from the rational and "sc1entilic" explOitation of the 
world. Thus both advertisement and architecture can generate 
dcsrres in the mas.~ that result in calculated, preconceived aims, 
with therr usual reward for the manipul:uor: the control and occu· 
mulation of economic means and power. 

Many eth1cal qucsucms ansc at this point, questions th:n 
for obv1ous reasons are more obscure for architecture than for 
advertisement, a$ th1s laucr act I\ it} ts Jt lc<l<;t much more c'plicll 
about liS a1ms. And yet, de pill' the ob' 101" ~ohiTcrenccs lx'twccn 
commercial promouon and an:hitccture, it is clear thm the poht1cal 
success of nn an:hitcctural praxis is closely related to its public 
impact, :md adverusemcnt is a paradigm of succcssf ul commumca· 
uon, one that addresses the social "common ground." In order to 
gmsp t11e complex ethical questions sunoumhng this issue w~.' need 
a lx'tter understanding of human action in general. Parttcula.rl} 
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imporunt is the distinction th:u we must recogmze between archi
tecture as an :m. i.e. a setting-into-v.'Crl: of truth by the embodted 
imagirunion, and other technological products. 

This problem has been discussed by man} eminent phi
losophers in the recent past While their interpretations differ in 
their implications, Martin Heidegger.1 Hans-Georg Gadruner and 
Gianni Vauimo.• have all recognized the privileged nature of the 
workofanasthe/ocusofbeingandtruth. Vattimospeaksofabeing 
and truth that we may eaU "weak" to differentiate it from the 
"slrollg" transcendental Being of the past: the presumed absolute 
truth of r.raditional religion. science or metaphysics. It is neverthe
less interesting to rernembec that Georgcs Bataille, concerned with 
the possibiluy oflibernting hwn:mity from the serviwde imposed 
by the s:une logocentric power struCtures and the illusion of 
"3bsolute" metaphysic:ll truth of science and uaditional religions, 
belie\'Cd that architecture was the paradigmatic symbol of these 
repressi\'e powers, one that therefore should be blown to pieces in 
order to fulfil the promises of individu3.1 freedom ertShrined by the 
French revolution. Bataille therefore opposed writing to architec
ture.' the writing of "absence," thus taking to ils most radical 
consequences a beliefaboutlhe narureofhuman action as negation. 

Given the perennial disproportion between external real
ity and the mortal human condition, man has always been impelled 
to uansfonn the Wttld, to fabricate (myths/technology) and thus 
compensate for his in:lbility to adapt to the environmenL This 
condition has been a fundamental theme of mythical aniculations, 
from the fall of man in the Holy Scriptures, to the myth of 
Prornetheus in the HeUenic lradition, aU of which concern the 
ambivalent and ethical character of the human imagination that 
generates actions in order to come to terms with this disproportion.' 
Bataille's understanding is that these actions. at all times, have 
constituted a form of negation of the given reality. This being the 
ease, and agreeing with BataiUe's hope for the emancipation of 
humanity, we would have to accept his wish for the death of 
architecture, or at best, its transfonnation into a soft simulation, a 
cyberspxe in our computer tenninals that we may at least be able 
to turn off as we become weary of its seductive appearance, just as 
v. c turn off an annoying advertisement on television. 

This scenario, we might argue, is not so terrible after all. 
There are, indeed, numerous television commercials and advertise
ments in the metro that we admire. Their power of seduction is often 
so great that it seems to question the producti\e objective that 
sponsored them. These commercials, obviously not always effi
cient. make it to the film festival each year and we even pay a few 
dollars to appreciate their aesthetic qualities. In this case. it would 
be possible to claim, again with Baudrillard, that seduction is a new 
figure of our freedom, truly capable of destructuring production,' 
and we could even imagine, as the best possibility in this frame
won, an architecture-turned-simulation that through the inten
tional superficiality of the image and its "glossiness" may produce 
a giddiness akin to that of a soft drug. Such an "architecture," one 
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that necessarily bypasses the body. depends for 1ts effectiveness on 
the very suspension of fulfilment.. on the recognition that "mean
ing," beyond form, should not be intended. and that our only 
chance, in the era of electronic information, is to hope for a 
discourse absorbed into its own signs without a trace of meaning. 
It is of course betterto have simulated public space than repressive, 
"real" public spaces; reduced consciousness is preferable to acute 
pain .... 

Let us examine in simple language the fundamental philo
sophical premises implicit in this position. Perhaps we wiU then be 
capable to contemplate other possible options for an ethical prac
tice of architecrure, beyond the acceptance of its reduction to a 
formal game and a simulation. We may start by asking if it is truly 
a simple matter for man (and architect) to accept that there is no 
me3IIing after Nietzsehe has reminded us of the death of God. Must 
our openness to death inevitably result in a deconstructive, negative 
nihilism? The very premise of human action as negation remains 
problematic, as does that of the irrevocable demise of the human 
(individual) imagination, despite our recogniuon of the absence of 
on absolute, transcendental ground. Also problematic is the 
assumtion, fundamental for Gilles Deleuze and other 
deconstructive writers, that meaning is not given in the pre
reflective engagement of our embodied being in the world.' 
Edmund Husserl and Maurice Merleau-Ponty among others, have 
shown the impossibility of "explaining" meaning in human expe
rience as simply a product of intellectual operations and associa
tions of a Cartesian mind.' 

Funhennore, if one follows Hans Blumcnberg's argu
ment in his recent study on the relevance of myth in Western 
culwre,10 it is possible to posit that affinnation is always a compo
nent of human action as well, operating in the phenomcnological, 
vivid present, enacted by a self, an cmbodted consciousness. that is 
indeed not reducible to the Cartesian ego cogito. Blumenbcrg 
demonstrates the fallacy involved in the notion that myth, the 
paradigmatic human narrative that concerns affirmation and recon
ciliation, is simply "left behind" or transfonned into philosophical 
discourse back in classical Greece. The possibility of myth as a 
discourse of affinnation. allowing us to account for the fact that 
meaning is in fact inescapable, is of course the provinceoflit.eraturc 
and. I would argue, also of archit.ecture as a narrative fonn. the 
option that I consider preferable and most appropriate to our 
present situation. This, I must emphasize, does not mean that the 
.. truth" set-into-work by architecture is in any way the absolute 
truth of the Western metaphysical tradition. And yet, the architect 
must accept the ethical responsibility that accompanies this expec
tation. 

Already in the 16th century Giordano Bruno observed, in 
his rather litlle known work De vinculis in genere, that the power 
of manipulation of the magician was the power of eros.11 For the 
magician to excn an effective power u was 1mportant that he be a 
vigorous lover. He had lObe able to fall m love in order to seduce 
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effectively and then maintain the seduced object under control. In 
other words, despite the precocious recognition by Bruno of the 
autonomy of this realm of human manipulation from the frame
work of values of traditional Christianity, one which can be read as 
a precursor of the modem world of commercial signs and advertise
mentS, he often emphasized that faith was the prior condition for 
magic. He understood that both the magician (or doctor, or prophet 
or, we might add, Renaissance artist or architect) and the subject, 
had to be credulous in order to accomplish anything. Both the 
architect and the public accepted the primacy of perception and 
recognized the presence of meaning through a condition that today 
we would call perceptual faith. At the inception of the modem 
world, however, the option to engage in either white or black magic 
was clearly present. 

This option, according to mythical narratives, was present 
since the beginning of human civilization. Man has been impelled 
to make an cthtcal choice between action as reconciliation and 
action as domination, and has recognized the potential dangers of 
the laucr, parucularly in relation to a transcendental framework of 
values. Today it is clear that the transcendental framework is 
nbsent. And yet we understand desire as the phcnomenological 
origin of meaning in general. It is the ever present desire in our 
experience that gives our actS a sense of direction and purpose, that 
constitutes the ftrst manifestation of the human imagination and 
demands a narrative structure to articulate our felt sense of tempo
rality, where past and future projections become inescapable di
mensions of the vivid present. By fulfilling desires technology 
controls, but the technological manipulator must not fall in love. In 
fact, compassion must be excluded from technological action in 
order to maintnin the distance that allows for control. Such an 
"unethical" attitude goes hand in hand with the embracing of an 
ego-less consciousness, one which also gives up the narrative 
structures that consti tute our only way to articulme an ethos. This 
is the auitude that can of course be seen as epitomized in advertise
ment. 

Technology, our world, IS both an unsurmountable wall 
between man and nature, and an environment so closely liued to our 
needs and desires that it may be possible to say that the initial 
dtstancc between man and hts environment, the condition that 
differentiated man from animals, h:ts been obliterated. Such is our 
dangerous and ambivalent reality. We could therefore interpret 
technology as an accomplished form of black mag1c, generating tts 
own artificial desires and obliteraung the inveterate gap between 
our embodied consciousness and the world, the very condition of 
thought, language and humun culture. Dcconstrucllve philosophy, 
as it justifiably nrgues for the dissolution of the ego in the context 
of the history of philosophy, often fails to understand the crucial 
difference between this Cartesian ego and the imagining self which 
is truly in danger in our technological culture. Do we really wish to 
become chickens, m indlcss subJeCtS conditioned by advertisement 
and technological fulfilment, strictly speaking, leading a life be
yond desire? 
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It could also be argued that. on the other hand, by adopting 
a critical attitude and withholding fulfilment, the artist-architect 
also controls. And yetitis precisely the artist's prerogative to intend 
reconciliation rather than domination. A self-transformation of lhe 
architect. perhaps best articulated by Martin Heidegger's notion of 
Gelassenheit, as a possible new relationship between man and the 
.. things" that make up the Lcehnological world, is required in order 
to fullil this potential of the work of art.11 An ethical attitude of 
response-ability, caring and compassion, articulated through nar
rative, is an important part of this self-transformation. 

Over and beyond the well-kn0\1.'11 perils of self-destruc
tion and ecological disaster that now haunt humanity, the techno
logical enfrarning has been shown by Heidegger to pose more 
subtJe and yet more grave dangers.n Tile reduction of the external 
world to a "picture" and the physical reality to a material "standing 
reserve," underline all aspectS of the destructive nihilism at the end 
of the modem age. Heidegger also warned, however, that a nostal
gic escape from technology and its d1scourse contemplated as an 
option by architecture critics like Christian Norberg-Schultz and 
other "post-modem style" architects, is simply not poss1ble. Tech
nology is not a condition that can be criticized by "stepptng out," 
by espousing the values of "traditional" art and architecture, 
metaphysics or humanism. The "way out" must be sought by 
acknowledging the mysteriousoriginsoftechnotogy itself, through 
Gelassenheit, a " release" of the "things" in the world, a "letting 
things be" opposed to any will to power (distinct also from the 
instrumental formulations of being-in-the-world that characterize 
Heidegger's own earlier philosophical writings), and through 
Verwindung, a strategy of destructuration of the languages of 
science and tcchnology.1

• Thus it could finally be possible ID 

collapse the difference between technological and aesthetic cul
ture, and \I. ith it. the difference between rationalism and imtional
ism that has sustained the culture of modernity and its architecture 
during the last two hundred years. 

For architecture, as opposed to advertising, such a revised 
attitude towards technology is crucial. In order to set truth into 
work, architecture must accept technology as its world, and yet, it 
must also twist and overcome it, in a way that challenges the very 
idea of historical progress (and the avant-garde) inherited from the 
early modem {17th century) notions of scientific linear history. 
Thus the architect must est.abhsh a dtfferent rel3tionship with the 
artifacts of her/his trodioon. The most brilliant philosopher of the 
c:u-ly 18th century, Gtamb:lttista Vico, had already recognized the 
pri' ilcgcd status of art as the objects of "concrete poclt) ", as 
cmbodimcnLS of truths otherwise aruculatcd through myth. These 
obJeClS, the traces of htstory, can be interpreted as a personal 
engagement of the embodied consciousness with the "sturr· of the 
world, a primordial product oftheselfs imaginauon.ln the context 
of V tco 's reJection of the Cartesian ego, his understanding of rerum 
ipswnfactum (man only knows what he makes), cannot be con
fused with the products of technology. A key to this dtstinction ts 
the etl•ical role of the personal imagination in the act of making, a 
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c!'lt'Cful, thoughtful. and comp:lSSionate making. Vico's New Sct
t!nu. I belie' c. can be rc!ld as the first instance where th1' d•sunc
tion is implicitly :trticulatcd. together"' ilh the qucsuonmg of the 
granu n:u-rativc of Judeo-Christian history.1s It is p3r3mOunL that 
~he contemporary architect understand this distinction. In order to 
carry his/her \\Ork beyond mere seductive fonnnlism (the best 
possible scenario for an archit~tW"C that"givcs up" meaning), the 
architect must drnw from the works of the past that appear as loci 
of being, and allcmpt a "translation" of this perception into lhe 
works of lhe present The best model Lhat comes to mind is lhe 
"'0'3J1Slation" of Jarnes Joyc~ from lhe Odyssey to Ulysses. The 
being that may thus shine forth in the work is qualitatively different 
from the absolute truth of science and metaphysics, and can be 
better defined by the origi!13l Greek term aletheia, which according 
to Hddeggcr implies an unveiling th:u nckno"' ledges the some
thing that always remains concealed,a "truth" never given once and 
for :111. one v.hich recognizes the absence of God from human 
a!Tairs :md }et. despite Derrida's puns,1' does not end up in a 
negative nihilism. 

We may believe that we mbabit Lhe homogeneous space 
of Dcsc:utes nnd Lhat objects do not change their being when they 
move from site to site. We may therefore applaud an "architecture" 
of objects or prosthetic projections. The imaginary space ofGalileo 
(indeed. on! y an imaginary space where the laws of inertia operate!) 
became the assumed space of modern democratic SUlles and 
tcchnopolitics. or course, the UIIULh as correspondence" of applied 
science v.orks ... ln such a world, a '\.,eak" technological \\Orld. it 
is not hard to believe that the tele,·ision image is more real than the 
tactile reality that is given lO our whole, embodied being, before 
.. stimuli" become differential.ed by the senses. All this notwith
standing, spxe is and "'1U remain different in Montreal and in 
Toronto, \\e uundcr~Ulnd~ P.ollis by simply stepping off the train, 
and grasp the absurdity of expressing "aesthetic" judgments about 
buildings after "dccont.cxr.uaJizing" them, as if they could really 
exist as objects, devoid of any context whatsoever. We know that 
we all have the potential to perceive differently, that our body 
"knows," nnd th:ll mysteries remain on the very surface of our 
e~pcricncc. We also rccogni1..e thntourprescnt"common grounu," 
our glorified bubble diagram of television rooms, is indeed u 
rcduccl.l realm of ellperiencc. 

This is the ambivalent continuum that we inhabit in this 
modcrn/postmcxlern world, and art and architecture, as opposed to 
ad,ertising and other technological images, must keep addressing 
!his "cry ambivalence, in the hope of retrieving the trooitional (and 
crucial} function of symbolization for the perpetuation of culture. 
The richness of architecture, and our very hope for iLs survival as 
space/place. ultimately depends on its rejection of any reduction of 
the budding or con truction to the swtus of ~ign, meant simply to 
be "read" by a disembodied mind, regardless of how much more 
"politically efficient" it may become by adopting the strategies of 
ach crtisc.ment and simulation. 
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Le travail de /a fir me Dill er+ Scofidio, par la pratique et /'enseignement, 
trnite du probleme d faire /'architecture d "/' age de la reproduction 
mfcanique". C e trm•ail prend la forme de dessins, de peifonnances et 
tfartijices. T.G. a rencontre Elizabeth Dill er cl/cur atelier de New York, 
le 29 cll'fil 1991. !Is ont discwe de conference, d'installation et de 
programme en talll que mise en scene. 

1~/izabetll Oilier is 011 architect i11the New Y orkjinn ofDiller+Scojidio, 
ll'hoseactMties i11c/ude both practiceandteaching. Concemedll'ith the 
three issues of the body as site, tile body altered by artifice, and the role 
of architecture as a modified completion, our conversation focused on 
the idea of lecture, installation, and conceptual program as staged 
e~·Mt. The sophistication ofmrious themes in their projects, culmituztes 
to date in the Slow House, which recei~·ed a PA Architectuml Design 
,-\K•anl in 1991. 

.Host importantly, their work addresses the problematic of maki11g 
architecture i11 tile "age of mechanical reproductio11", and the 
concept of the body (and architecture), as de-signed, which they 
explore tl1rougll drawings, artifice and the in•·o/l ·ement ofperform
(lnCe. IVe, in turn, are left contemplating architecture as Probe. 

The following inten·icw took place at 36 Cooper Square, in New >'ork, 
on the morning of April 19th, 1991: 

tg This ycar, the Mon~tl AlcM series h:ulnccrminernphasison 

architcclllraltheory, with lectures by Comell Wt'St, Georgcs Tey~-;ot 

and your own "hich opened the scnes. I sensed th:ll your lectu~. 

although pmvoc:nivc, left much of the audience scr.llt'hing Ll1cir 

head.;. llow do you determine in which form to p~:;~nt your work'! 

EO We don't nd~pt the lectures to the crowd. Rkanlo and I have 

a different kincl of lecture that we pcrfonn together; very similar in 

tenns of the spoken text and projected image.~ that you ju~t s:1w, hut 

vulumc C ll\ h l n u m h c r lW ll 

ELIZAB TH DILLER 

in conversation with terrance galvin 

Ric draws with phosphoresccnt'chalks on a chalk board in black light, 

so you can't sec h1s body, but you can see the images appearing- he 

wears white gloves. He is the hand, I am the mouth. 

These three modes of information form a friction against each other. 

The audience is either looking at images, at drawings and/or listening 

to the verbal information as the strands weave in andoutofeachothcr. 

Sometimes they're coincidental and sometimes they form a caustic 

relationship. Since it's impossible to take in all t.he information at 

once, your attention wanders from one to anot.her. Tt becomes enter

taining and the audience is quite happy just to look at photo images 

and drawings and let the text just \\ash over. The dr:lwings are 

analytical; t.hcy do something t.hat verb:tl teAt c:tn't do. In a way that 

kmd of talk is more pcrformati\'C, but at t.hc same time H's CAplana

tory. 

tg I was thinking back on the project you did at the MoMA. 

where you were ahle to monitor and record the responses to the 

insUlllation as the corollary to t.h~ performance. By contraSI, when 

you lc~wc a lecture hke the one at Alcan,thc feedback is often silent, 

unless people \\Tttc you or you mn mto them Inter. 

EO Rtght. \\'ell, the only ~oplc that u.-;uJIIywritearc thconcsthJt 

enJOyed it. or want a job {hmghtcr) ... but )'OU rarely get cnt.Cdl 

feedback. 

tg Lecturing must be a different experience than when )t'u'rc 

tt·nchmg. For msumcc. if a sttrdcnt asks you a question or if )OU 
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rrc~nt )'Our work in that context., you get to e:qxmd on and explain 

iL Th3t is why I find lecturing a one-way system when you address 

a series such ns A lean. When lecturing at the AA in London, don' t 

they generally rurnnge a seminar session where you present work 

and then discuss it ? 

EO That's happened octU3lly in the past., but not this last trip, 

v. here students can come back and griU you, or oflen I' vc had 

experiences opening the floor to questions at the end or a talk. 

Gcnernlly the questions don't really challenge the talk. It was always 

the inlClltion th:lt we weren't only going to expose and explain (i.e. 

describe) the woric, but perform iL There are cenain inherent ironies 

in the presenwion. On the other hand, the opening up to questions 

invoh·es a k:ind or earnestness and the earnestness and irony can't 

coexisL lf the questions are really tough, then it overcomes that 

parndox in a wny.lt's irueresting that ru Waterloo, the audience v.-as 

quite receptive, but at the same time the questions were very sharp and 

difficult., and I h:Jd to really think on my feeL 

tg WeU,lhe University of Waterloo has one or the more critical 

schools or architecture in Canada. so it isn't surprising that students 

come prep:ued to be critical and nOL just slough orr your work. It is a 

difficulty when an audience doesn't have enough background ... 

Enler Ricardo Scofulio. 

We embarlc on a Cocteau inJerlude : 

tg I had fi!Stencountcred your work after having done a project., 

inspired by Jean Cocteau's use or mirrors, entitled Private Acts in 

Public Places. I then read the AA fJ.lesarticleon yourRotaryNotary 

and /lis Hot Plate I projecL We were both dealing with scopic 

instruments, such as m irrrors rotated at 4 5 degrees, and f rcaliz.cd that 

our common interest was the act or translation ... 

phone rrriings. 

ambulance siren, evidencing the Doppler effect , pulsates 

outside the window. 

... Cocteau's work also explored the idea of creating illusions 

and translating his idea~ from literary ones into visuals. I fchad written 
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thepocmL'Angelleurtebiseascarlyas 1925,and still in I960hewas 

workingthroughthesame themes, which is what we all do. When one 

looks at the body of your work, there is evidence of this act of 

translation that is consLantly ongoing, which rel<ttes a project like the 

Bridge to the current Slow /lotue.2 

Although, there is a major distinctiOn bet wccn the two projCCls. If the 
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Bridge project was the perfonnance, similar to the lecture becoming 

an avenue for the perfonnancc, then architecLUre can be seen as an 

ephemeral event. However, when the Slow 1/ouse becomes built, 

written about and concretized. isn't it a different fonn ? 

EO Well ,I don'tlmow, how concrete is text? In the end the Slow 

House is more concrete, it is built ; architecture is connected to the 

ground, but we sec that the work takes on many manifestations along 

Lhe way, and none of them are the final product. In fact, right now 

we're starting to put together a book on our work, and the book is a 

critique of the architectural monograph. It doesn't just present the 

work that's been done, but it re-presents it critically, and then it 

transmutes into another manifestation of itself. Much of our work is 

temporary and no longer exists. We take the evidence of that work 

which is in the form of photographs, and we rework them. We develop 

deceptions about what it was, and also relhink what itcould have been, 

in addition to explaining it at that stage. In Lhis particular manifesta

tion, which is in the form of text, photogr<~phs and drawings, we 

continue to posit the work. So it doesn't sit still in text- there is a 

certain kind of activity and transiency in it It isn'tlimitcd only to Lhe 

body perfonning it. 

tg That's an important point in relation to your last project, the 

Slow !louse. You have said that architectural drawings arc documents 

of intent; that the work is a continual recording, which would Lhcn 

critically relate the house to the rest of the body of your work. A 

question Lhat arises is whether perfonnance art, as evidenced in your 

early work, can become translated into architecture which is rooted to 

Lhe ground, and isn't ephemeral in the same way as perfonnance? 

ED The way that we use the allusion to the drawing, being 

traditionally thought of as a document of intent, is to absorb certain 

principles that arc in the world of architectural noun ion d1rectly into 

the project. I mean, certain kinds of privileges (like seeing). certain 

kinds of abstraction and syntactical conditions (sections and so forth), 

become u privilege we draw on. For example, we build projects in 

section, or through the use of mirrors. etc., we allow 

SIREN whirrs by .................... . 
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spaccstobesecn in plan. Drawing is a very importantpanofourwork, 

both as a type of prequel and as a sequel, so that there is an absorption 

of drawing principles in the work itself. 

But wedon'treally seethe house so much as a departure from the rest 

of our work. Every project to us starts from '0' and a program. From 

this point of depanure we do research, and we try to look at the 

evolution of that program. We start by looking back. and by critically 

rethinking the program within the context of our culture and our time, 

and then we proceed with it It doesn't matter at all whether it's a 

temporary installation, or whether it's a perfonnance, or whether it's 

something that's rooted. We see the Slow House as an apparatus to 

live in, and in that way the involvement of !.he body, the subjects that 

are in that space, the way that they operate that thing and the way that 

it operates them, is critical. I would be presumptuous to say that, in 

itself, "living there" is Lhc perfonnance, but !.here is a certain kind of 

activity that is very important to the house. The house isn'tjustmeant 

to be an inert sculptural object It is something that's activru.ed by Lhe 

presence of the other irreducible components of domesticity: the 

bodies that are !.here, those particular relationships of family, how the 

vision of those people is being altered and tranSlated by the house, and 

so forth. So it is very much an active notion. we don't really sec Lhe 

house as still. 

tg That's clear. I sec it as analogous to your use of notational 

drawings which, Lhrough their sequence, reconstitute a type of dcplh 

in plan and section. This demonstrates that Lhe house is not r ucd m 

TL\1E, but through this duality of host and ~ite, !.here unfolds a 

performance. As evidenced in both the Slow House and the 

withDrawing roornl, one of the most powerful issues in your work 

is the body/archltcctur..ll object relationship. Many contemporary 

architects have been mtcrcstcd in the relationship bc-t,\een the body 

and the bmlding. Anthony V idler's article on the "The Building in 

Pain"4 is very provocauvc, but I thank you've actually managed to 

translate some of the theory into the built work, which is always the 

most difficult process. 
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F.O We look m the body as :1 kind of surf:-~cc ... 

tg Or ns a kind of site ... 

EO Yes. Site for meanings and for changeable inscriptions. We 

attempt to work, not with the physical corpus (the me<:~t), but rather 

with the sp:~ce t.hm it defines and is defined by iL Spaces t.hm arc 

conventions of culture redefine the body- so the body is mscribed; the 

body inscribes spocc. And v.oe 're interested in the negotimion of th:lt 

Also, bc.cnusc of contempor3l)' technology, th31 body has been de

LCrrit.Ori:llized. In tlu! witr.Drav:ing room arc some allusions to 

incompleteness. Prostheses t:lke over the incomplete chair, the in

complete t.able,lhc incomplete bed. 1be prosthesis never complct.ely 

fulfil Is, but :lids nnd m:lkes nn issue of incompleteness, nnd the body 

IS ul5o n victim of :111 th:IL The body t.akes ad,-nntngc of that split bed 

3S a possibility of a new program. The occupants could be together, 

the occupants could be apart. share th:lt split, and so forth. The body 

occupies that split- it bridges Lhe split. but is vulnerable to iL We see 

the body as alv.':lys acknowledging this incompleteness and its own 

\tilnernbility. 

tg That's v.hcrc J feel thaJ. Lhe v.Titings of ~fcrleau-Ponty on 

phenomenology deal'' ilh the potential for a certain kinll or emhodi

mcnt in the Bridge. In th:lt project. inspired by C:-~millo's "memory 

theatiC .. , the body could be seen 3S "becoming" the threshold'' hich 

crosscsthesrnapsc. The Bridge project had a certain optimism about 

the body and memory being reconciled, which is quite different than 

affirming that we live in a culture that tends towards voyeurism and 

detaChment 

Within the framework of current debate, in li!Ctary 3S well a..~ 

architccwral theory, the dialectic is whct.hcr it is possible to find any 

meaning in this space- this gap. t.his:~byssbctwccn thebodyand '~hat 

it inscn'bcs OC" circumscribes. If this void cannot be bridged, aren't we 

u!Limattly left with retinal an.scopicdcviccsanda kindofinvaginalcd 

voyeurism ? 
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EO \\'c feel ourselves vel) much inspected from the ouL<:ide, and 

we arc ourselves voyeurs. The question about the Bridge is nn 

mrcresting one. The project was done in 1986 or so nnd the wny thm 

we described it then W:l.SdilTcrcnt thnn we would dc.scribe it now. That 

bridge is only momentarily bridged by the human stride, and it is so 

tentntive, since the anatomy can. in fact, never actunlly occupy both 

sides. When one leg is up, one leg is down; it hinges really on a "split" 

second when the'' eight ch.1nges over. When we staged the Bridge. 

thedircctorposcd the character front.ally (i.e. pcrpcndiculartotheaxis 

of movement on the bridge) bridging-" it.h legs astride holding a glass 

ball. We absolutely objected to th:u use, or abuse, because the body 

could ne\'ercomplcte the bridge, it would ne' er finish iL The structure 

was never mennt to be finished: it would occur only at the moment 
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of stride because it was fractional. 

tg But lhal's the optimism ! .. lhat leap of faith is a kind of 

'projection' which leaves one thinking about the potentially powerful 

symbolism behind architecture. 

ED Well, I would be more on the side of irony .I think our work 

is always on the side of irony. and maybe not so optimistic. Actual! y, 

it's difficult to t.alk about I have to contend with this because now 

we're putting together this book, and we have to figure out how to 

describeourworkratherthanjust'represent' it We'retryingtosituate 

ourworksomewherebetweentheinscriptiveandtheprescriptive,and 

I don't know if that word game is going to work. I' m struggling with 

having to define this a little more clearly, but the work is never about 

prescription, it's not about remedy. 

We're playing with the notion of script, but description is, by 

convention, a passive condition. One often recapitulates through 

description. Our work is somewhere other. It's not a passive descrip

tion. There's another mode of description that intervenes; description 

is never objective. It'salwaysedited, usesemphasis,and so forth. Our 

work is inspecting things-describing the work is a hyper-description. 

In that way it makes certain things lhat are not visible, visible. Not by 

laying bare the bones, not through a stripping away to some interior, 

but by looking at the space of surfaces and between surfaces. 

tg Are you referring to the space between surfaces, such as the 

door which runs along the floor eventually inscribing a groove, or the 

bed whose dust under it acts a a kind of analogue ... ? 

ED That's a literal inscription. but also the work reads other 

inscriptions at the same time: the project constructs its descriptions 

through read inscriptions. We'rejustsimplyreading various te>.tsthat 

are already latent in things. 

tg That interpretation implies an exigesis that docsn 'tle.ave the 

readings so open-ended and pluralistic that the author is relieved from 

any program of intent Through your use of drawings as notations, the 
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intentions in your work are evident. separating it from artists whose 

work is self-referential. 

ED Certainly, the references aren't intemaJ references, they'reaJI 

borrowing from a broader ·vision. You know, more and more we 're 

trying to tackle themes lhatare tangentially related to architecuue, but 

never really seen as parallel. 

tg Jn relation to the MoMA project. you asked whether it was 

possible to be critical about the museum, and work within it at the 

same time; whether the target and the weapon could be the same. This 

reminds me of a similar irony, where Libeskind ~bed 'the 

knife .. without the handle .. with the blade missing', 

cut : absenllaughter 

..a description that leaves one holding the residue of the simulacrum. 

Seeminglycomfonable within a framework of irony, you began your 

career working within the margins, in order to explore the boundaries 

between architecture, performance, and script Hasn't your wor:k 

become, at least in the current Slow House, more directly related 10 

Architecture, which implies a very different set of parameters? 

ED We've always believed in building, it's critical to us; we're 

never satisfied with solely projecting ideas through drawings and 

texts. As a result, the work always finds itself built Sometimes it's 

temporary, and sometimes not Building is n very important compo

nent, but only one of the manifestations of the work. The difference 

between our position then and now is that times have reaJly changed 

over the course of the last fifteen to twenty y~. At first we operated 

in the margins because there was no context for us. We generated our 

own projects, \\.'C genenued funding and we built the projects our

selves. Sometimes we worked under the auspices of cen.ain institu

tions, but these institutions were always marginal. like the Storefronl 

for Art & Architecture and Creative Time. 

In the p:lSt years there's been an interesting change. More and more, 

big institutions like the MoMA or the Walker Arts Cen.ter have been 
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interested in our wOI"'c. We realized at a certain point that we w-ere 

really crossing a threshold, and we opted to tnke the position that one 

Ius much more power in the centre than in the margins; the margins 

only aurnct a very specificsubculmre. What we wanted was 3 broad 

forum within which our work could exist. And so, we took on the 

responsibility and opportun icy of so-called getting closer to the centre. 

~ h3d to ben 1rade off, because one can't really speak one's mind 

nt the centre in the same way, so there's 3 kind of e:\chnnge that 

nawrally happens. or course. we JXlY to be nble to say w h31 we want 

to say. We put somelhing in the MoMA, it looks very benutiful, it's 

well designed, nnd that becomes the way lhat this panicular para-site 

oper.ucs within its host site. 

tg Yes .•. 

ED Good design acruallyenables one to do some more subversive 

things inside of the system. OfLen, those subversive things aren 'Lever 

read by the institutions themselves, but sometimes there is an 

oscillation which isheallhy. Wedon'tdo this consciously to make the 

wcrl: accepuble; it's just naturally the way we work, and it just so 

h:Jppens th3t it pays off. In lemlS of centrality to margin, the extension 

of building something that's permanent is not all that different than 

doing an installation in the MoMA, by appropriating a site like an 

urban guerrilla. A client or audience progmm 3 subculture or the 

culuu-e at large. 

tg That is a central topic of this interView, since this AFTH 

COLUMN is addressing "Archirecuu-e and Advertising". The Alcan 

lecture left me musing about the energy of working in the margins in 

your early projects, and the trade off involved in making it onto the 

cover or PA and opening the Alcan series for 1991. Do you think that 

the broader audiCflCC has a cenam sympathy and openness to your 

v. , compared 10 the audience that would show up at Stor(front in 

New York:? 

EO Perhaps several years ago, there was much more antagonism 

between these things that were looked upon as oppositions. Now I 

thinlc that the gap is closing down, even though Storefront shows 

certain people that haven't had exposure; last yCM they were showing 
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Coop Himmelblau, who was having a simultaneous show at Max 

Protach. The sixties meet the nineties now, and the sixties are 

dissolving more and more. It's an interesting sign when bigger 

institutions are seeing certain kinds of work as marketable -although 

lcanncveranticipatewhythcywantlOshowourwork. lmcan,maybe 

things arc opening up, perhaps the latitude is getting broader. I have 

no idea; th ings just conLrnct and expand all the time. 

I know that the phone hasn't rung since our work was on the cover of 

PA. !think we received a lot of exposure, but it doesn't necessarily 

lubricate us for more professional work. At the same time, it's not like 

we've created any hostility with our pasl. !think in many people's 

eyes it 's a natural evolution, although wedon' t think ofitasevolution. 

We just th ink of it as an extention of what we do, except that we want 

a broader audience. It's not about getting bigger and bcuer projects 

and building up an office. lfthcnext project was small, it j ust wouldn' t 

mauer, as long as we were able to experiment and rethink things. If, 

in fact, some wonderful cultural insti tution came to us and said we 

want n building and we had the opportunity to think through it, then 

we'd gear up for iL r just don't sec the steps as hierarchical, and 

mounting towards some goal at the end. 

tg I agree with you, it's not as simple as centre or margin. One 

docsn'tstay in the margin, deluding onesel f that that's the place to be, 

when one can have a larger audience while still remaining critical and 

in!;pcctive. That rcal i7.ation is a prerequisite to action, having tO do 

with personal ethics through an underswnding of one's intentions. 

However, one of the Lrndc offs would be that the larger audience 

docsn ' t neccss.1rily mean a more prepared audience, or one which is 

more receptive m large. 

EO What we aucmpted to do, in the last two museum projects, was 

lO work the project in various sLrnUltO be read in different ways. We 

can't anticipate all readings, but we amicip:uc that the guy off the 

street is going to be able to respond to the work, ~md in fact our shows 

have been popular in a way that mher architecture shows haven't 

been. Most architecture shows in museums deal with esoteric subject 

mnuer through the language of archilcctuml nouuions, usually dis-
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playing models of projects that are unbuilt, etc. Our work has been 

very wel l received within the museum context because wedon'tuse 

the space as a context for our work; our work orients itself around the 

context of the museum. 

tg The feedback that you receive in scrutinizing the response lO 

your installations, such as the recording of that event at the MoMA. 

is a very important activity in the body of your work as a whole, is il 

not? 

EO Yes, it's very important to us to understand the various 

readings of the work. We see the work as a kind of apparatus lO make 

meanings from. 

tg Then, what would the equivalent of this recording activity be 

in the Slow House ? 

EO Maybe i t's not so explicit, maybe it'sjustlhe way lifestyles 

begin to mutate relative to the house itself, the kinds of os::illauons 

that exist between the domestic construct and the house, and the 

exchanges that are made. Perhaps it's not in the form offeedbaclc t.l\at 

we can record, but it's the agitation. There's always a response; 

there's never a comfortable fit For example. the Slow House takes 

on the view which was not thought of as a sedate thing tocontemplate, 

but as property beyond one's reach. We wanted lO thwart the view in 

a way that cremes a certain discomfort. You can never really sec the 

view fully because the TV rs always in front of rL, so that the line of 

the horizon is always disturbed. And that becomes a causuc experi

ence. 

tg Continuing this idea of dislocation in the withDrawing room, 

objects like the two legged chair (with its third leg prosthesis, rising 

up through the middle). force us to deal wrth the space between the 

body and the chair. As one 'occuprcs' the chair, one has to ncgoti<Jtc 

the prosthesis and the potential for thnt habit.mron. Simrlarly, in the 

Slow /louse, the way thm you conslftlCtcd the model and the nota· 

tional dmwrngs through the development of scenarios, one actually 

secs the house unfolding through the drawings, again producing an 
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uncomfortnblc fit coupled wilh 3 ccrt:lin tension. 

However, I \\Ondcr whether !he TV screen on !he horizon IS not3 

liteml mewphor, comp:ll"'O Y.i!h some of !he ambiguity t.h:lt you've 

nttaincd in olher projects. For example, in the withDrawing room,lhc 

convention of unexpectedly seeing the second noor in plan, as if !he 

floor were remo,·ed,lll3kes one constantly aw:1re of a subtle disjunc

tive interruption. 

EO Maybe t.h:lt is true, allhoogh the tclc\·ision screen functions in 

many different ways. between broadcast TV and closed-circuit 

monitor, so it's. .. 

tg For security? 

EO !'-:o, acwally closed-circuiL ll's looking out !here at !he view 

and recording it. al!hough it can be nipped to broadcast TV. So its 

progmm shifts- when the TV isn't being looked at as a broadcast 

medium, it becomes a y,fudow superimposed against a window. 

tg I lhink t.h:lt !he aspect of delay between !hisapparmus and the 

site is fantastic. The fact that one could replay a different season at 

another time, or in another place, beautifully rcnccts !his time and 

spxc dislocation. 

EO The TV is pan of many ideas. The way t.h:lt it's characterized 

in !he textlh:uappears in PA tums it into a cartoon because it makes 

t.h:lt !he only feature of !he house. But !he TV h:ls to do with its 

rclationsh ip to !he automobile wi ndsh ield as two modes of movement 

and stasis. The snout holds a camera lhal has to do wi!h TV as a kind 

of focal light and source of heat, like !he hcarlh. 

In m:~ny of our projects we lake apart programs in a more complex 

way. The Slow /louse is moregestural. Hopcfully,!he house itself 

is not a one-liner, but ralher a single gesture from which every!hing 

evolves, and in t.h:lt way it's a 'lr"Cry simple projecl We conceived the 

snail form at essentially !he moment t.h:lttheprogram was defined; !he 

cooccptual program of door lcadi ng to window. of en try to departure, 

etc. The way !he house begins to articulate itself after !hat becomes 
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3 by-product of !he initinl dec1s1on. In the other projects in which we 

take lhings ap.1rt like parnsnes, we disconnect things. 

tg The PA jury dc.c;cnbed !he house as 'a free standing object. 

lhm is site specific m the same time', which I found an interesting 

controdiction ... (laugltter) ... and nota bad aucmptut irony. If we could 

fast-forward time, as in Grecnaway's ZOO, !he Slow House is a 

project which will physically deteriorate and return to !he earlh, 

ironically becoming site spccilic. Unlike !he hermaphroditic snail, 

from where !he Slow /louse borrows its form, the house is not self

containe-d - it is rooted to its site. All of your projects do have a kind 

of rootcdncss or context. Exh of !hem: the prosthesis objects in the 

withDrawing room, !he apparatus attached to the characters in the 

Rotary Notary, !he body-image !hat occupies t11e synapsc in !he 

Bridge, each of !hose relationships make the projects non-ubiquitous 

and quite specific. Earlier I was relating this spccilicity to 'architec

tural optimism', which allows your work to be accessible and 

meaningful. Several anisL<;and architccLc; explore tautological projects, 

not really auempung to uncover any meaning. In your work, even 

!hough !he meaning may be pluralistic and ambiguous, I read a lucid 

program of intention. 

EO Right, but we're expecting meanings in the plural sense. I 

would stop at optimism in !hat !he work is nm prescriptive, the work 

is never about prescribing a role for architecture. It is one of 

examination. 

lg But the examination can still have a cri tically positive or 

negative accent, which have quite d1fferent implications, altllOugh 

!his is sometimes difficult to locme. 

EO I would have a hard time locating us in that range. I don't rc;tlly 

attribute a positive or negative value to it. 

tg Baudrillard, for inswnce, in writing about simulations, is 

attempting to be critically aware of !he things which control us, but 

!hen goes on to say !hat we must get beyond !hose mechanisms nnd 

be in control of !hem rather than ... 
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EO I don't think that way, neither of us really feels that way. I 

mean there is no apocalyptic vision- there is no fear of technology, 

there is no doomsday. Tt'saboutbeingable to, in an opportunistic way, 

take advantage of the conditions and the circumstances. l don't think 

about technology optimistically, toward changing our lives for the 

better, but! completely lake advantage of any technology that I can 

at a personal level. But, you know, there are different ways that it can 

be employed. ln that way, it's the part ofBallard, and it's the part of 

Baudrillard that I don't particularly like; the part that questions the 

role of technology in the end, where one has to make a value 

judgement. I choose to read them in a different way,! choose to read 

them without value. 

tg Oh ? 

EO That's what makes most sense for us in our work. 

tg Tilcn, how does one develop an ethics? 

EO I don't know. 1 really define our work as post-moral and post-

ethical. 

insert : p.m. laughter 

Tile ethic is only in the depth of the search and in the rigour of the 

search and the search itself- not so much about what'satthcotherend. 

tg You seldom speak about your process of making objects 

which are so expressly tectonic. The quality of design that you 

mentioned in relation to the MoMA project has inevitably been part 

of your etlws. C<m you say something about how you construct the 

projects- do you make the details yourselves? 

EO Yes, we do a lot of it ourselves, and we work with crofts 

people, but we don't ever think of materials or dcuuls as ends in 

them se Ives. Many people fetishizc over that part of our work, but we 

don't. 

tg llowevcr,this part of the description of your work is curiously 

absent. I wondered for what rc.'tc;on ? 

EO Tilis is part of the curlier argument, lhUtll's whm rnakcs our 
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work possible. You know, we love to work materials, but we don't 

have a romance about it. We love to do it, and it's what allows us to 

slip in and out of the mainstream when we want to, because people 

value high design. It'sneverourintention to make things solely for the 

design,ortoromanticizecraft in a nineteenth century way. We're just 

as interested in the TV as we are in the polished piece of steel. But 

since craft has a role in the expression of our ideas, we scrutinize over 

details. 

tg Undoubtedly, you have inherit.cd that auiwdc from your 

training at Cooper Union. I wanted you to address the formal quality 

of these objects because the space in-between the content and the 

form - inclusive- is the place that your projects oscillate within. 

This same idea, in terms of re-presenting the work, was e1·idenced 
in another way when Diller+Scojidio published tile llridgeproject 
in the AA FILES. The photos documented the event, and extending 
the photos into drawings was a way oftrallslating the architectural 
project into another form, for another audience. In this act of 
making and re-making, of presenting and re-presenting, we relo
cate the contemporary role of the architect. 

Notes : 

I For lhc Rotary Notary :md lhcDridge proj<x;lS. plC!!Se refer lO AA ALES 

M. pp. 54-61. 

2 For a dcscriplion of lhc Slow /louse. plc~c refer to Progressive 

Architecture, January. 1991. pp. 88-90. 

3 Sec the withDrawing room· a probe inro 1~ conventions of privau rile, 

AA ALES 17. pp. 15-23. 

4 Sec Vidlcr's article cnlillcd The Building in Pain; T~ Body and 

Archrtccture in Post-Modern CuiJure, AA ALES 19. pp. 3- 10. 

Terrance Ga/1•in is adjunct professor of arcltitecwre at .\leG ill. 
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ignore e. 
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2 
[ ... ] one's almost got to get up in r~ morning and make a resolution ro perform some 
sort of deviant or anti-social act, even if its just sort of kicking the dog, in order to 
establish one's freedom. 

3 
The mcchano-positivist parndigm has such a stranglehold on the practice of building, 
Lh:lt most people take it for granted. Within some architecturol circles, the possibility 
of a meaningful architecture is seen as completely divorced from the business of 
building as it's practised today. Departures from this poradigm, whether on aesthetic, 
social, cultural, or environmental grounds, have too easily been absorbed back into the 
machinations of production and consumption. The imperatives of utility and economy 
are seen as rational and self-evident, reducing most of these other issues inlo secondary 
concerns, as packaging to be added on later. Their credibility as ideas, as germs for 
alternative paradigms, is deso-oycd. 

4 
Under our noses there is a lra<Jjtion of dissent that is as old as the first machine, science 
fiction. The poets of the machine understand its logic and language intimately enough 
to use them as instruments for exposing this paradigm's failings. 

5 
U.belling J.G. Ballard the machine's conscience would probably make him cringe; 
loyal saboteur or gadny might be more apt. Along with William S. Burroughs, he is 
considered pan of science fiction'sold New Wave, characterised by a deliberate, almost 
formal experimentation in style and themes. Trying to link him to mainstream social 
criticism is a mistake. He is first and foremost a science fiction writer, and as such he 
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J.G. Ballard 's Crash 

has been cited as inspiration by the Cyberpunks, science fiction's technically hip, 
nihilistic, new generation of radicals. 

6 
~is one of Ballard's most extreme and provocative books. He calls it the first 
pornographic novel based on technology. The rnoin character, an advertising producer 
named Ballard (coincidentally, we hope), is involved in a car crash, injuring one person 
and killing another. His own injuries arc minor, but as he puts it 
"the sexual possibilities of everything around me has been jerked loose from my mind 
by the crash." 

W1th Vaughan, a "hoodlum scientist", he goes on a crazed spin across a landscape of exit 
ramps, cloverlcafs, multi-level parking garages and LSD fuelled explorations of the 
possibilities of sex and violence in an automobile, as rehearsals for Vaughan's fantasy, 
a car crash with Elizabeth Taylor. 

7 
f n his vision of a car crash with the actress Vaughan was obsessed by many wounds and 
impacts- by the dying chromium and collapsing bulkheads of their two cars meeting 
head-on in complex collisions endlessly repeated in slow-motion films. by the identical 
wounds inflicted on their bodies, by the image ofwindshield glass frosting around her 
far.e a.~ she broke its tinted surface like a death-born Aphrodite, by the compound 
fractures of their thighs impacted against their handbrake mountings and above all by 
the wounds to their genitalia, her uterus pierced by the heraldic beak of the 
manufacturer's medallion, his semen emptying across the luminescent dials that 
registered for ever the last temperature and fuel levels of the engine. 

8 
The connection with pornography is much more profound than what at first glance, 

seems to be some bizarre machine fetish . As Ballard secs it, what links science and 
pornography is their quality of isolating objects or events from their contexts in time and 
space. It is the characteristic shared by Newton's First Law of Motion and the extreme 
close-ups of a pom-nick. The Law f'Every body left to itself moves uniformly in a 
straight line") takes the ideal abstract state as a norm or building block for further 
relations. In a similar way, the close-up's high degree of abstraction isolates the act of 
copulation from reality. 

9 
This ability to abstract, atomise and recombine IS the very basis of our rational epistcme. 
Yet, we often ignore what gives meaning and direction to this methodolog}. I feel that 
there is still an implicit ideal of approaching a stale of physical and psychological 
satisfaction. An illusory Eden, that as it is realized for more and more people, proves 
to be a velvet cage. 

10 
Our architecture, our media arc products/projections of this thought While most of us 
block out the airfields, multistory cnr pnrks, drained S\\ imming pools, medical 

labomtories, high-rise blocks, clover-leaf junctions that arc the infrJStructurc of our 
ex1stcnce, Ballard amplifies them, revealing Ll1l'm as monuments of our paradigm's 
landscape. Clinically described, their barren forms reveal the1r underlying utility as 
extensions of someone's profit margin, yet also C\posc the1r capacH) as proJections of 
the psyche, creating the suffocating, overwhchnmg quality of the urban lnndsca[l\: 
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Thomas Pushpathadam 

11 
A tailback carried three lines of vehicles up the ramp of the flyover, and beyond this on 
to the new southward atension of the motorway. During my weeks in the hospital the 
highway engineers had pushed its huge decks more than half a mile further sowh. 
Looking closely at this silent terrain. / realized that the entire zone which defined the 
landscape of my life was now bounded by a continuous artificial horizon ,formed by the 
raised parapets and embankments of the motonvays and access roads and interchanges. 

12 
Ballard elevates these locations, mere markers to most of us, into monuments for the 
present cby. Through their tragic deaths his victims sanctify these places, linking the 
geometries of man, machine and place in the residues of concrete, metal, plastic and 
flesh. 

13 
For Voughan each crashed car set off a tremor of acitement, in the compla geometries 
of a dented fender, in the unexpected variations of crushed radiator grilles, in the 
grotesque overhang of an instrument panel forced onto a driver's crotch as if in some 
bizarre act of machine fellatio. 

14 
Th1s strange union opens up some interesting ways of Jooki ng at the mac hi ne. The car 
is obviously transformed from being a purely pragmatic vehicle. It even rranscends 
being an extension of its driver's ego. By participating in a mytho-poetic act of 
destruction it approaches Roben McCaner's notion of the useless machine and thus 
architecture. By being useless and permanent, the machine can become architecture, 
overcoming its own logic of utility, obsolescence and placelessness. Like Marcel 
Duchamp's Fresh Widow, the useless machine displaces a convention in our thinking 
by throwing a monkey-wrench into its own logic. 

15 
Ballard's architecture is more transitory. The symbolism can be consumed in a few 
seconds of screammg rubber, smoke and burning flesh. And then its uaces are quietly 
wiped away. Its value lies in being a symbolic event, the irrational union of man, 
machine and place providing a catharsis for "people who, if at an enormous price, have 
nonetheless broken through the skin of reality and convention around us ... and who have 
in a sense achieved -become- mythological beings in a way only attainable through 
these brutal and violent acts" 

16 
The underlying logic and rationality behind the stage sets around us make the only 
rational forms of dissent; irrationality, madness, and violence. Not the mindless brawls 
the fascists glamourise, but a contemplative, methodical violence directed towards the 
tools and thoughts that might imprison us. In Crn~;h the logic of utility is perverted, the 
methodology is redirected towards srrange new goals ... experimentation, a process of 
trial and error, of setting parameters, of assessing the var•ables that would create a 
meaningful crash/event 
"Vaughan devised a terrifying almanac of imaginary automobile disasters and insane 
wounds - variations on these collisions, thinking first of a repetition of head-on 
collisions ... " 
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J.G. Bollard's Crash 

17 
Crash is not a recipe, but for anyone familiar wtth the actual act of designing it presents 
fnscinatmg possibilities out of the mor:JSs of stultifying logic, reason and good 
intentions that create our velvet cages. The course of action could range from the 
"nonsensical" works of Jean Tinguely to the passion of some of Coop Himmelbau"s 
writings 'Architecture Must Blaze'. The novel's imogery might reek of this decade's 
fin-dc-siccle, fashionably-weird, nihilistic zeitgeist but the possibilities it opens up 
show o real optimism in the libcrative potential of the humnn imogination. For like ony 
good science fiction writer, Ball:lfd does show the oltcrnative: 

18 
It sruldr.nly struck me that if I had to pttt my[tnJ;rr on what thefraure was going to be 
like. it wasn't going to be like New York or Tokyo or Los A11gel<'S or Rio De Janeiro. 

Thr future was going robe like a .wburbofDussr/dorfthat is, one of those ultra-modern 
suhurbs wilh 1he BMIV and the bom in C\'ery drive, and the ideal sor1 of middle
managemenl house and garden.l11mwculate suites- no/ a cigarette end anywhere. with 
an immaculate modern school and a shopping precinr.1; a consumcr-good.f paradise 
with no/ a leaf our of place - even a drifling h•af looks as if il has to much frt'edom. 

19 
where ( .... continued at no .. 2 .. ) 

v o I u me cq:h 1 numher 

From /lard Boiled 11/. 

15. 
J.G. Ballard. Re/Search No. 819, p. 47. 
Peter Blundell Jones, The Sustaining RilU211 in~ 

Archnectural Revjew Nov. 1990 (London: MBC. 
1990). pp. 93-5 on architecture without building. 

16. 
J.G. Bal!ard.~ pp. 13-4. 

Freeway sign.s from Lo~ tln~rtes· The Archil«· 
l!lff offow Ccokzci~,t. Rtrylll'r Banl:am. 

18. 
J.G. B3.1lard, !k§cv~b 1\o !119. pp. 1·~-5. 

Thomas Pusltpaihadam is exp~ct~d to 
graduate from M cC ill's B. Arch programme 
in May /992 whaeupon he will be looking 
for a job. Pro.tpcclive employers au 
rcqt~Jtt•d to send inquiries or offus to 
'rlwmas Pushpmhadtml c o TJz~ Fifth 
Column. 8/'i Shubrookt• St \\'est.ll3A-2K6. 
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TJ:~ follo.,.,ing studefll work was reeti~·td from the FAKULTA 

ARCHITEKTURl' in Prague, Cuchoslowlkia as a result of cor

rtsporufencewithaprofessoratthe university, Tomaslloraw1. The 

projects were produced in th~ studio led by ing.arch. Arnosc 

Nmratil, CSc. associaJe professf)r of archicecwrc and assisting 

tUJor. ing.arch. TomtJS Hora\·a. CSc, assistant professor of archi

tecture. 

Roo ewelt Centre, Chrudim 
by Radek Sima. 41.'1 year student 

The building is located on a highly -frequented ~dcslrian waJk 
\\hich conneciS the historical centre of the town to lhe main bus and 
railway st!llion. The building is lhus divided into two p:ms b} lhis 
p:llh and functions as 3 shopping passage. The rm;t noor of this 
passage contains a gymnasium, srock bar, rcs1.1umnt, and shops. 
The second floor accommodntes textile, footwear, sports, and 
photography equipment shops. The nrchitectonic solution IS based 
on lhe contraSt between simple, white facades, and a met.al struc
ture supporting lhe roof passageway. 

( 
/ 
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volume c ill hI numb e r l\\ ,, 

··Leisure Centre", Prague, Strasnice 
by Ondrej Moravec and Michal Nekola, 41h year students 

The design of the Leisure Centre is an expansion on a large urban concept 
for this district of Prague. This partofPraguearound l.he underground suuion 
'Strasnice', should be seen as l.he 'sector centre ofPraguecast'. The Leisure 
Centre is located at the northern end of a pedestrian walk which emanates 
from the underground t.crminaJ and ends in a large space whtch enables the 
cremion of a great building. The building itself is divided into three sections. 
The first section is the public space, and as such, is open to all visitors. It is 
a great hall that contains shops, snack bars, restaurants, and a gallery. The 
second sectionofl.heLeisureCentre is the area for all wateractivities. Indoor 
swimming pools and a sauna are linked to outdoor swimming pools and 
green fields. The third section of this building accomodates a variety of ol.her 
sports such as squash, table-tennis, volleyball, basketball. football, 
minigolf, and tennis. These two latter activities take place on l.he roof. The 
second noor is divided by a passage in order to access l.hc amphitheatre 
situated at the north end of l.he building. The three underground noors 
contain a large garage. The roof is supported by a steel frame and the noors 
arc of reinforced concrete. 

The guidmg principle for the design of the interiors was to respond, in 
architectonic terms, to l.he question of how people would experience the 
inside of the building and how the users, the subjects of the building, would 
best be able to utilize the Centre as a creative outlet for recreation. 
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port and Cultural Centre 
by Milan Suran, ~..i year smdent 

This project is a response to the 
tutors' question: What does one do 
with the cooling tmvers of a demol
ished. obsolete power plant? The 
student chose to use the site as a 
sportS ground, vast exhibition space 
and congress facility. 
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Rhona Kcnneally 

CANADIAN CITIES INSPECTEI) AND. DECRIED 
A Revie\v of The Canadian City. St. John's to Vtctona; A Cnttcal Commentary, 
le>.l and illustrations by Roger Kemble. Montreal: Harvest House Ltd., 198 9. 

No dry. fOCTll31 treatise, this! Roger Kemble does not mince 
words. Canada's cities are ''uninhabitable." They are no more than 
"we& symbols of O\-erpov.'ering, destructive, out-of-<:ontrol, artless 
interrotionru finance gone berserk." Architecture itsclf"has degen
erntcd into aimless, formless,mnss-produced, all-too-tangible app3-
ritions, rooted in write-offs and tax dodgers, the product of harassed 
minds clinging tenuously to imngined reality." And in order to clean 
up the mess, what are needed are "projects of a scale more extensive 
th:Jn those of Haussrronn nnd N3Sh . ., 

Roger Kernblc ought to know. An arc hi llXt and 4ilti~l who did 
graduate wart at The University of British Columbi:l's School of 
Community and Regional Planning, he \isited sb:teen major Cnn:l
dian cities, and noted. sketched and measured what he saw. He even 
w:llked thesueets v.ith a sound level meter and took dectbel readings 
eVCI)"\ here from Jerry 's Coffee Shop m Monrrem to under G ronville 
Bridge North in Vancouver. The Camdian Ci!V is the result of this 
odyssey, an elaborale response which presents the problems, points 
out the imdcquacies, praises the (few) successes and offers advtcc on 
The Way to Do it Right 

While the book's title implies a general amlysis of the Cana
dian city, in fuctthefocusison the cities' public urban spaces--plazas, 
sqUJrCS, malls, streets and so forth - specifically in the downtown 
areas. Kemble calls these lhe .. media communication of the city" and 
argues that they are good indicators of how well the city "responds to 

our current needs." Through commentary as well as numerous pen 
and ink drawings, he presents, describes and analyses a series of 
public urban spaces to substantiate his claims. 

Kemblc assesses thesespxes using various tests. One is based 
on "imaginary fields of influence" v.hich cmall3te from their sur
rounding buildings and form pauems reminiscent of those made by 
iron filings near a magnet In thecaseof.Montreal's PlaccduCanada, 
foreltample, "the visual magnetic fields of influence surroundmg the 
buildings are not strong enough to bridge the gaps in between." 
Moreover, "the fields of influence are inconclu~ive, contributing 
nothing to the sense of urban place enclosure." Another test involves 
the calculation of the height of surrounding buildings as a proportion 
of the horizonlal dimensions between them. Thus it is shown, for 
example, that the Banque Nationale du Canada tower adjacent to 

Montreal's Place d' Annes, although "out of place in the Place 
d' Armes context (as) it is just another listless piece of commercial 
modernism," nevertheless "aclUally adds to the ambience of the 
space; it sets up wide contrasts in height, as well as contrasts in other 
elements." Collectively these tcsts are used to evaluate the presence 
or absence of twelve characteristics which Kemblc isolates as 'The 
Elements of Urban Space." They in turn are divided into three 
cmegories: Plast.ique (ambience; propinquity; scale; surface 
chi:uoscuro; metre-proportion; enclosurc-vism-view; and •con), Pal
ette (material~ colour. texture; and pcrmcab1l i ty), and Emploi (ntual; 
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and grain motion). Plastique describes volume, "the moulding and 
shaping of form," palencs describes "materials used to construct and 
modify surfaces that enclose volume," and emploi refers to "activities 
that occur within the volume." As a checklist for analysing a space, 
this is quite exhaustive nnd useful. 

Kemble also includes a list of six design requirements, "to 
guide a series of developments to result in our shared set of urban 
values." They relate to interim land use, site developments, environ
ment. architectural form, use nnd occupancy, and movemenL Given 
what Kemblesaysearlierin the book, the"shared set of urban values" 
seems not to be intended to reflect the will of all Canadians, since "the 
collectively expressed viSion of a free, voting public today manifests 
its form in plastic shopping malls, restaurants and heri1age bunkers." 

Rather, these shared beliefs, as interpreted by Kemble, seem 
primarily to reflect the will or an "elite group" which is to be called 
upon to exercise leadership, and upon whom it will be incumbent to 
"inspire, educate and gently cajole." The inspired, educated and 
cajoled, on the other hand, are encouraged LO participate in the 
decision-making process, and thus share these visions of urban space. 
How, in a multicultural counii)' such as Canada, can such a cumula
tive perception exist? Kemble anucipates the question: although the 
very idea may "ny in the face of diversity," concern can nevertheless 
subside since "a shared vision is not to be adopted so rigorously as to 
exclude cultural variety and diversity." 

The Canadian City does have some interesting and informa
tive- if highly sub.JCCUve --things to say. It addresses thclay(X!rson 
more successfully than the professional, in pan because of the absence 
of historic and scholarly references within the text (although a 
reference list ofbooksappears a1 its conclusion). Its biggest drawback 
is an acute loss of credibility due to the shrill and ovcrly dramatic tone 
that characterizes most of the work. In fact, if Kcmble had held a 
symbolic sound level meter to his own text, he would have noted 
many readings at the unacceptable level. Moreover, repetition and 
overStatement are rampant, and there exisL numerous grammatical 
andstylisticcrrors that a good editor would not have missed. Witness 
Kemble's criticism of the society in which he finds himself: 

Our mosl dearly held values ore manicured, mongaged lawns. 
cardboard fronts, mirroring sound sets for 1he soaps, glu110nous aulO ways 
raked by molOrizcd pcsky metal midgets, eating up land and ubiqui10us (sic) 
going-<>ul-<>f business, hanging on by lhe skin of !heir tcclh, plas1ic malls. 

Kemble had high hopes for his book. He wanted it to be an 
"awakening" that would "dislodge the current sclf-congratulatory 
smug condition and redefine the national dialogue on the subject." 
Unfonull3tely, The Canadmn Cjly never reaches the lofty heights for 
which it aims. 

Rhona Kenneally is a student of architecture m M cC ill University. 
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Avi Friedman 

1\ place for an informal expression of ideas and opinions. Wrile to 
The Fifth Column at the McGi/1 School of Architecture. 

Notes on Architectural Education and Affordable llousing 
Dr. A vi Friedman 

ArchitectS have yet to respond or adapt LO the changes in the 
home building industry thauook place in the first half of this century. 
I will set out the troditional and current role of the architect in the 
homebuilding industry, and the means by which archiLCCLS may 
redefine architectural education and the profession in such a way as 
to improve the quality of housing socially and esthelically. 

Before the development of the speculative developer as 
builder, ind1v1duals seeking to build on a parcel of l:md contracted 
with an architect not only to design the structure, but also to oversee 
the entire building process. TI1e design of houses was therefore an 
intricate personal affair between user and master builder, and the 
result was a profession geared towards "custom" houses. In the first 
h:1lf of this century, the market for freehold housing was expanded to 
include families living without extended family members. Following 
the Second World War, the market was expanded furthcrstill, and the 
evolution ofspcculativcdcvclopmcnt was the vehicle that allowed the 
rnpid growth of freehold family housing. 

The "master builder" has no place in mass market housing. 
I le has been repl:lced by technologistS, drafLSpersons, and general 
contractors. In addition, the architect resists taking pan m this 
industry, because designers in this area arc seldom identified, and 
bcc:lllsc of the risks associmcd with not !x'ing p:1id roralues on 
additional uniL'> huih from an original plan, or of not being ~lid at all 
in the event of an economic downturn. In housmg d.-:sign, architectS 
would prefer to continue to design along 19th century Iincs. Unfonu
natcl y, the proponion of the market taken up by pro;ect development 
housing is increasing and is expected to continue to do so in the 
1990's. Developers on the other hand arc inclined to avoid architectS 
or reduce their involvement, because architectS arc ill trained to 
respond to the needs of the homebuilding industry. The only answer 
to this situ;nion is for the profession to redefine and retrain iL'>elf to 
make a place for iLI\clf in the new homcbuilding industry. ArchitectS 
must show developers that their scrv1ccs arc not only reqturcd, hut 
also (l()v:mt.agcous. 

In order to rcdcfine the profession, \\C must lir:-otlook at the 
cduc:ILIOn of the architect. lt is my thesis that too lcw .lrchitcrturc 
studenL~ arc g1vcn theopponunlly, nor arc they encouraged to pursue 
the specific nrc:ls of know ledge rcquircd for housing design. We must 
expand the number of d1sciplines t.'lUghtto include cost, pracucallly, 
planning, economics. sociology, and building technology. No design 
scheme for housing can be succcs.c;ful 1f it is not grounded in the 
workings of both the building industry and society. By giving future 
arehitccL~ a complete undcrsumding of the factors that arc needed to 
develop design which urc successful for society, \VC will cn:thlc them 
to develop strmcgics for design thm arc not compromised by pr:K' tkal 
considerations once put into practice. 

vulumc c ill h l n u 111 b c r l \\ ll 

We must expand the time and effon put into research. If a housing 
design is to haveanychanccof succcss,studcnLS must learn LOidcntify 
both thenawreofthe potential users (family size, makeup,ete.), their 
tastes and requirementS, and the LCChnological methods available for 
maximizing the satisfaction of the users. Project lengths should also 
be extended LO include the execution of working drawings. It is only 
at this level that students can see how decisions about detail can 
change tremendously the cost of a design. Detail is its own level of 
design which should not be left untaught. 

Related LO the teaching of design is the application of 
technology and materials to the design of structures. Under the current 
system, technology is taught in a manner that is detached from the 
design process. Swdcnts are then left LO combine the two without any 
guidance as LO how best LO make the combination. Specific LO the 
design of housing are the needs LO develop client profiles, and options 
based design strotegies. By treating clients as a group of persons and 
families (rather than treating the professor as the client., as is the usual 
p~lice) we can explore a vast new area of design: that of creating 
structures that are flexible in response LO the needs of the user. 

As a subset of architectural study, we must also consider the 
specialized muludisc1plinary requirementS of the teaching of design 
for affordable housing. Design must be expanded to the urban 
planning level, because cost saving strntcgics arc far more effective 
at a larger scale. Building single houses is always expensive, which 
is why subdivision development hascvol ved. Designers of affordable 
housing must look at the larger picture of mass development if they 
arc to integrate their ideas between the level of the family and the 
community. Sociological considerations must include emerging 
lifestyle patterns. Design for groups includes the design for the 
elderly, design for single-parent families, and so fonh. By examining 
thcdevelopmcntofsocictaltrcnds, we can learn tocrcatedcsignsthat 
"-ill be a<bptablc to such trends over lime. The LOtal homcbuilding 
industry should be understood if one is to develop ways of modifying 
it. A study of economics must examine not only the cost of building. 
but also the cost of C:lpital, i.e. borrowing. A study of risk arolysis for 
the dcvclopmcntofhousing is similarly a way in" hich architectS can 
change design into a posiuve clement for the developer, rather than a 
necessary evil. Marketing is also an area of specific interest LO the 
designer of housing. We must learn to adapt incxpcnsivi! materials 
and methods into attractive de.signs. For LOO long we have assumed 
thm such materials and methods arc a compromise, rather than 
offering potentially new and exciting design opponuniLies. 

Titesc changes in nrehitccturnl education would go far 
tOwards bringing the profess1on up to the present. But what of the 
future? Changes arc expected on the socto-economtc front wtth the 
agmg and retirement of L11c "baby-room" generation. It is exiX--ctcd 
th:n housing for .cniors \\ tll cxcupy the concerns of government and 
mdi' tduals. It is vel) ltkely t11:11 ~lfford.tbiltt} \\ill continue to pose a 
thrl';ll to home O\\ ncrship m i\ortll-Amcrir:l in the 19QO's and 
beyond. On the technological front. the dc,elopmcnt of modular 
m:1nufacturingand u~r-computerdesign may once Jgain thre.:~ten the 
existence of architc.'Cts in housmg. If \\C arc not to gtvc up on the field. 
we must be acuvc partiCipants in ~lrCh into developing innovative 
technologies, and we must shape thctr d 'vC'Iopmcnt. We must also 
learn to funclion in and contribute to the homcbuilding mdustry. 
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"Socr2tcs' Ancestor; Ar chltt'Cture and Emcrglnj! 
Order In Arch.alc CrC«c'' 

Socrates cl:timed D:teclalus, the m)'thic:al 
first architect. u his ancestor. Taking this as a potnt 
o£ departure, the thesis explores the relationsh1p be· 
tv.eeo architecture and speculati•·e thought, and 
sh""'"' how the laner IS grounded in the fonner A 
dcuile.J eum.ination of the Ana:ummder fraJment, 
thcearlie.st sul'i•-in& record in Western philosophy,1s 
cansidcn:d in relation to 1\nuimander's built v.orlc. 
This thn:c ·pan cosmic mood which included a cclcs· 
till sphere, the first map or the ~~o·orld, anJ ~sun clod. 
(the gn~um"on), re•"e3ls the fragment to be a theOI) 
of the v. or\. in th:st the cosmtc order Anuim~ndcr was 
the first to aniculate was disCO'·cred through the 
building of lhe model. The model IS seen as cornpa· 
nble to a dsidaJon, a creation of D:ted:slus, ~~ohose 
lcgenJ reflects lhe importance or craft tn the sclf
cauciousness or archaic Greece ~~ohere the k~-mos 
{order) of ci•ilization v.-cre seen as havmg emerged 
•-ith the kasm os aJJo,. ed 10 appear lhrough the male· 
ing of the anifaa. An:luic sdf-cmsciousnc:n is 
furthereumincd through the emergence of the Grcclc 
city·stalC (the poUs) and ID the building of the first 

peripteraJ temples, both of v.hich are re"ealcd as 
ncccss&l)' :mtcccdcnts to the birth of theory, under· 
stood as the v.au!cring admiration of1he v.cll-made 

thing. 

H clm ut K l:lSS(n 

" ;\Jkhtf3njtclO: ,\rchltt'(.1Ure 3nd the \ision of 
Anal~>my" 

;\1ichcbngc:lo considered a maucry oft he 
bu:ly and anstom) to be !he c:ucmi3l M theory" arucu
utmg the pr•ctiteof srchheaur:. For him, the n.~3lity 
of the movmg human ftgure cmho.Jicd the supreme 
dirricuhy of ltre as ammatwn By hts archucctur.tl 
~rrmpriattoo of 1hc figur~. human artifice was undcr
slUO<Ito he circumscnbcJ h) the radical intelligibility 
or the proccssc~ of life 1his study is an aruculation 
of his .,.juJ cndenundtng of the living body and 
aniftcc by the Mvision" of arutomy, one cona:ivc:d as 
nccesunly faithful to the radtal uuelligibility of the 
processes of life. Th1s thesis is an articulation of 
Michelaneeto's understanding of the living bocly and 
anificcby the Mvision" ofanatomy. The ou1hneof an 
ani/kc: fa1thful 10 the radial life of things u firu 
c:xami<'--d in the Ihou~t and practice of mcdteine in 
the Re. .~nee. Upon this understanding, thcc:ohcr· 
encc of Mi<helangclo's unprecedented cmphuis 
upon the hvmg body for architecture may be anicu
lated, one that discloses irnpon..nt consequences for 
(Qltcmpoury architectural practice. The study thus 
ca~Ciude.s ,.,th an elabouuon of ~1chdancclo's 
Mthcory": the vision or lllltomy ., • dynamiC draw
ing of thtnes IS they li('>I'Cir, in the •flesh" of the 
I"Or!d. 

Willlam Wdm:a 

"From Troy To" n to fiordcrtown: A S tudy or 
Archilt'Ctural Limits and the OrlcntaUon ofCitl~s 
in tht'lr PI are" 

This thesis is an in\'cstigation or an:hitec· 
wral mamngs manifested in walled cit.ie.s and the 
relationship with their place and their orientation. 
lhe walls ofTroy, VitruYJus and the waUcd cities of 
the Renaissance, and the fortifications in the age of 
Vauban arc: the three principal sources of study used 
for !his in .. e.stigation. This thesis dl'1lv.·s upon these 
thn:e sources to reconsider the possibilities of con· 
tainment,limits, and the task of the architect through 
defence, to once again give authentic mean.ing to the 
city snd its place. 

l rcna Murrny 

"SouHCS of Cubist ArchltC(:tUrC In noheml2: The 
Theorlc~ of Jlncl Jan~k" 

The source~ of the theories undcrf)1ng 
Czech Cubist architecture before World War I have 
been only sketchily studied 10 d.ue. To ana1)'7c these 
thcoriesand identify their sources,! focus on the work 
of architect and theorist Jla,cl Jaruk (1882-1956), anJ 
C3rly proponent of Cubist architecture in Bohemia. 
The thesis incorporstes my translation of Jan!k 's 
unpubhshed JOUrnal for 1911-1914, the dommnnt 
years of C1~ch Cubism. Through this journal nnd 
Jaruk's published writmg~. together with an eumi 
nation ofh11 o"n readings, I trace the dc•·clopmcnt or 
his theories, and situate his sources, wtthm their 
historical contexL hn6k was no mere irnitalor of 
French Cubism but v.as concerned to develop innova
tive arthttccture that yet posses~ed bolh historic~! 

continuiay and universal validiay, thank to its space· 
CTC3llng quaJitie~. llle thesis includes 3 fac~Uiltle of 
J~n3k 'sjourn3l w·ith its numerous sketche~. a tr.nsl:t· 
uon ~ and a comrlcte bibliogra)'hy of his 
sources. 

Rkhard de la Rh·a 

"Archlll-clurc and ~1uslr; On Rhythm, llnrmnut 
and Order" 

1his rarer e~amincs the relationship of 
arehtteCiurc to music in terms of rhythm, harmony 
and order in hoth the Grc ·k Antiquity and the c~rly 
~1i<IJic Ages. These ha>ie concepts are cruc1JI he· 
cause th~y cmphasit.c "fullness" of experience and 
demonstrate the extent to which our own rcgulnlulK 
experience of the world hu become empirical (or 
fonnal) The discu~"on thu s places arc:hiaccwr;~l 
theory withtn the movement of 1deas between myaht• 
at thoucht and metaphysic.11 construct; tt pla<cs 
architcttural practice wiahin the muvcmcnt hctwccn 
bocltly cxpcncnce and rcuunmg. 

The Ftfth Column 



Loulsc Pcllcllcr 

" L'cs pacc m~laphorlqu c du montage 
clnbnatowaphlque, vers un nouve~u rllucluchl· 
lectural" 

Archileaural reprcsc:ntation is much more 
lhan a process of lnlnSQ\ption between a oonocp! lnd the 
building; it is a toollhatdclennines the very mentality and 
pruisofthearchitect. This thesis studies thetedniqueof 
ftlm mont.agethrough the work of Andn:i Tarlcovslcy m 
the possibilities it off en to the proocss of architeaural 
oonc:cption. A general outline of the development d the 
perspective toOts of repn:seruation in architcaure lead to 
an understanding of the significance or lhe cinemato
graphic image in lhe con~t of the history or projection. 
Montage in the Lradition ofSum:alism plaoed an empha
sis on lhe potential power of podic evocation bel'''ccn its 
elements. Companng the narrative fonns or three film. 
makers, the Hsurrealist montage" or l..uis Ounucl, the 
"inlcllcaual montage" of Sergie Eiscnsu:in, and lhe tem
poral modulation in the films of Tarkovsky, this thesis 
tltamines different ways to qualify cinematographic 
spaoe which affca the spatial and temporal experience of 
the spoc;utor and offer the possilUty of a n:dcf mition of 
ritual in archilcClure. 

Tcrrancc Golvln 

"GRAVITY AND LIGHT: looking l.h.mu.Jm the 
archilcclurc of J ean Cocteau" 

This thesis examines a select amount of 
poisie by the artist Jean Cocteau, and through inter· 
pretation, explores the architecture ofhu work. This 
process or interpretation poses two questions: What is 
the role of the architecuoday, compared with our role 
as understood throughout history? !low does the 
production of architecture today reflect the mecha
nisms or capitaliSm with its division of knowledge 
and labour, compared with an architecture which is 
inclusive and reconciliatory? A clear message 
emerges from Cocteau's poisie as a response to the 
two aspects or Orpheus: the first is represented by the 
processes or individual creativity, and the second by 
the collective reali7.at ion or a project, whether it be a 
work or theatre, the production of 8 film, or the design 
and rcaliution or a building. A work does not end in 
handing it over for someone else to fmash. 

Katherlne Fluck 

" Medieval Topics; Perccpllon, Rhetoric and Rep
resentation In lhe Middle A&cs" 

This thesis is an architectural invesbg.a· 
tion of perception, depth and representation. h ex
plores the changing historical relationship between 
Htwo-dimensional" rcpreaentation and architecture in 
an effort to understand the effects of modem 
perspecti val depth on the making ofarch itecturc. The 
non·penpectival, medieval representations studied in 
th11 thesis are not looked upon as primitive forerun
ners or Renaissance perspective, but as being apres
sivc or a completely different notion and location of 
depth. In an attempt to access this "other" depth, the 
move from non·perspectivalto penpeaival peroep· 
tion and representation is looked at in relation to the 
change in percepiUal values, brought on by the move 
from the largely oral culture of the Middle Ages, to the 
increasing textual culture of Renaissance and Modem 
ages. Perhaps without the fllliry, neutrality and disen
gagement inherent in both perspectival and te:xtnal 
perception, architectural depth might return to the 
active world of human aperience. 

Natallja Subotlnclc 

"THE ANAMO RPHOSIS OF ARC HITEC
TURE: A co-Incidence of desire and embodiment 
(An excursion Into the \<Orld of \'lsual Indiffer
ence)" 

This thesis has been considered from the 
outset as a "project'' wluch primarily focuses on an 
interpretation of Marcel Duchamp's works. More 
specifically, the project revolves around his writings 
on perspective and the fourth dimension by examin
ing the Large Glass (Bnde stripped bare by her bach
elors, even ... 1915-1923) and the Given ... (1946-
1966). The procedure follows the medical process for 
an aesthetic induction leading totltploratory surgery. 
Among the topics "'hich eo-incidently emerge arc: 
"illuminating" Ether gas, "falling" "'aterand Kreleas
ing" anamorphic intuitions. What results from this 
scncs or oper:uions is an "unconscious" perceptual 
awakening revealed through an extended experience 
of embodiment. This "space of desire" is the space 
where Architecture dwells. 

J e:an·Pierre Chupln 

" De Phlllbert, De L'Onne et De RabelalJ. Analo
eous Treatises: A Companion" 

This thesis analyus the corporeal origin 
of lheorelical works in XV!th century French arclli
tecturc. A comparison of Philiben. de l'Onne's 
treatises and Frans;ois Rabelais' work allows for a 
dynamicawareneu of materi.ality to emerge. Dur
ing the Renaissance, this awareness was based oo 
analogical relalionlhips and Hermetic t.Qts. How
ever, whether one looks at the theory of the Ele
ments, the concept of Proportion, the microcosm
macrocosm interplay, or even the Cardinal Vutues, 
at appears that the references were always traced 
baclc 10 the everyday experience of the body. Con
fronted with the mechanistic and objectifying 
conceptualiutions that dominate today, this thesis 
suppons the crucial role the architect must pby in 
the bringing forth or places that allow for a percep
tion of the body closer 10 apprenticeship than to 
domination. 

J amcs M . Splawn 

"Under the Oak Tree; The Mylhlallntentlonal
llyln Le Corbuster 's Lt Pobnc de I' AnpJc Droit" 

This paper is an investigation of Le 
Corbusier's Le ?obnede I' Angle Dro11 (The Poem to 
the Right Angle). In this worlc, Le Cobusier creates/ 
discloses a Hmytlucal" order which is grounded in the 
architect's perception of the modem condition. 
Through the~ an undemanding of mans' place 
in the modem world may be found. Thw, this piece 
is revealed as perhaps the most significant piece in the 
articulation or Le Corbusic:r's theoretical intentiocul
ity. Through this making of order, Le Corbosier was 
able to create a geometric •tanguage" in both the 
physaeal and meta-physical sense, 1 e., the making of 
fonn was based on his ·round" measwe of the •-orld. 
This language of a present day order was developed in 
his writings and painting and, ultimately,provided the: 
fundamental principles for the aution his built work. 

The post-professional History and Theory of ArchitectureMaster'sProgrnm, McGill University, is now entering itsfiflh 
year and has now accepted its first doctoral student. The program consists of a rigorous sequence of seminars in lhe history of 
architectural theories and the philosophy of architecture, with emphasis on the connections between contemporary design 
problems. and theoretical and cultural issues. 

The theses submitted to date can be obUJined by contacting the McGill University InterlibrJry Loan, McLennan and 
Rcdpmh Library Buildings, 3459 McTavish Street, Monr.rcal, Quebec, Canada, H3A I Yl. Tel: (514) 398-4730 

For more information about lhe I Iistory & Theory Program or the lheses, contact Dr. Albcrto P~z-G6mez at the School 
of Architecture, McGill Untversity, 815 Sherbrookc Street West, r-.tomrcal. Quebec, Canada, IBA 2K6. Tel.: (514) 398-6716. 
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